THIEF: DEADLY SHADOWS REVIEWED!


WORLD EXCLUSIVE FIRST LOOK!

F.E.A.R.

PLUS 10 MORE DOOM KILLERS: PARIAH, S.T.A.L.K.E.R., REPUBLIC COMMANDO, + MORE!

PRINCE OF PERSIA 2 FIRST LOOK!

25 PAGES OF PREVIEWS INCLUDING:

Myst IV: Revelation / Dungeon Siege 2 / Longest Journey 2 + MORE!
AGE 17
Get to second base with Maria. Try your luck at stealing third.

AGE 23
Date your way through the phonebook. Twice.

AGE 31
Meet the woman of your dreams. Introduce her to your wife.

AGE 43
Have a mid-life crisis. Trade in your 40 year-old for two 20’s.

AGE 59
Spend your golden years reading books. Like the Kama Sutra.

ROMANCE.
ONE OF FIVE NEW REASONS TO LIVE.

Now, a whole new generation is in your hands. Satisfy their primal urges, or pursue less sweaty life goals like Fortune, Knowledge, Family and Popularity. The choice is up to you. Come to think of it, pretty much everything is. Take charge at eagames.com

COMING SEPTEMBER 17TH
AREA-51™ PERFORMANCE OPTION
Exclusive Alienware® Chassis
NEW! High-Performance 400-Watt PSU
NEW! Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 540 with HT Technology
(3.20 GHz, 1 MB L2 Cache, 800 MHz FSB)
High-Performance HeatSink Cooling System
NEW! Intel® 925X Express Chipset-Based Motherboard
NEW! 512 MB Dual-Channel PC-4200 DDR2 SDRAM at 533 MHz
Next Generation ATI® RADEON™ X600 XT for PCI Express 128 MB DDR
Astral Blue AlienRec™ Video Cooling System
120 GB 7200 RPM Serial ATA-150 8 MB Cache
Creative Sound Blaster® Audigy 2™ ZS 2.1 Advanced 24-bit Audio
Integrated Gigabit Ethernet Controller
Black 16X DVD-ROM Drive
Pluton® PX-712A 12X DVD+RW
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
Optimized & Configured for High Performance
AlienCare: Advanced Technical Support including:
1-Year Personalized Online Support Portal with Chat and Forums
1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Phone Support by Alienware Technicians
1-Year Onsite Home Service
$1,819.00 or as low as $55/mo.²
AccessID: CGW004S1A

AREA-51™ EXTREME OPTION®
Exclusive Alienware® Chassis
High-Performance 650-Watt Max PSU
NEW! Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 560 with HT Technology
(3.60 GHz, 1 MB L2 Cache, 800 MHz FSB)
NEW! Intel® 925X Express Chipset-Based Motherboard
NEW! 1024 MB Dual-Channel PC-4200 DDR2 SDRAM at 533 MHz
Next Generation ATI® RADEON™ X800 XT Platinum for PCI-Express 256 MB DDR
240 GB 7200 RPM Serial ATA-150 RAID 0 Array 16 MB Cache
Creative Sound Blaster® Audigy 2™ ZS 2.1 Advanced 24-bit Audio
Pluton® PX-712A 12X DVD+RW
Optimized & Configured for High Performance
$3,199.00 or as low as $96/mo.²
AccessID: CGW004S1A

Next Generation PCI-Express Technology Now Available!

ATI Get in the GAME

6 MONTHS SAME AS CASH FINANCING
AND OTHER GREAT PROMOTIONS. APPLY ONLINE.
“Dedicated gaming system delivers performance and value.”

- Computer Gaming World Editors’ Choice Award

NEW!

IDEAL FOR LAN PARTIES

AREA-51™

PERFORMANCE OPTION

Exclusive Alienware® Case with Magnesium Alloy Chassis
Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 3.0G Ghz — Supports Hyper-Threading Technology
Next-Generation ATI® Mobility RADEON™ 9700 128 MB DDR
512 MB PC-3200 DDR SDRAM at 400 Mhz
40 GB 7200 RPM Ultra ATA-100 Hard Drive 8 MB Cache
Removable 24X/8X CD-RW/DVD Combo Drive
Removable Wireless 802.11g PCMCIA Network Card
15.4” Widescreen TFT Active Matrix LCD Cinema Display
5.1 3D Surround Sound with SPDIF Digital Output
Built-In 10/100/1000 Mb Ethernet LAN and 56 K modem
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
Optimized & Configured for High Performance

AlienCare: Advanced Technical Support including:
1-Year Personalized Online Support Portal with Chat and Forums
1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Phone Support by Alienware Technicians
1-Year On-Site Service

$2,439.00 or as low as $74/mo. After $90.00 Rebate.

ACCESSID: CGW0904S8M1

PERFECT FOR STRATEGY GAMES

AREA-51™

EXTREME OPTION

Exclusive Alienware® Case with Magnesium Alloy Chassis
Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 3.4G Ghz — Supports Hyper-Threading Technology
Next-Generation ATI® Mobility RADEON™ 9700 128 MB DDR
1024 MB PC-3200 DDR SDRAM at 400 Mhz
60 GB 7200 RPM Ultra ATA-100 Hard Drive 8 MB Cache
NEW! Removable 4X/16X DVD + RW/CD Combo Drive
Optimized & Configured for High Performance

$2,919.00 or as low as $88/mo. After $90.00 Rebate.

ACCESSID: CGW0904S8M3

BOT™

PERFORMANCE OPTION

NEW! Exclusive Alienware® Small Form Factor Chassis
Flexible Chassis Design Allows For Vertical or Horizontal Use
Chassis Dimensions (13.38" D X 5.35" W X 13.77" H)
NEW Ultra-Quiet 270-Watt PSU
Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 520 with HT Technology
(2.8G Hz, 1 MB L2 Cache, 800 MHz FSB)
High-Performance HeatSink-Cooling System
NEW! Intel® 915 Express Chipset-Based Motherboard
256 MB PC-3200 DDR SDRAM at 400 Mhz
Integrated Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator 900
80 GB 7200 RPM Serial ATA-150 8 MB Cache
Intel® High Definition 5.1 Audio
Integrated Gigabit Ethernet Controller
Black 16X DVD-RW Drive
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
Optimized & Configured for High Performance

AlienCare: Advanced Technical Support including:
1-Year Personalized Online Support Portal with Chat and Forums
1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Phone Support by Alienware Technicians
1-Year On-Site Home Service

$899.00 or as low as $27/mo.

ACCESSID: CGW0904S81

NEED MORE POWER?

Upgrade your BOT with an ATI® RADEON™ X500 XT
PCI Express graphics card and much more online!

www.alienware.com/cgw

For the latest pricing and promotions go online or call:

1.800.ALIENWARE | 1.800.254.3692
Break new ground in *Armies of Exigo* as elves and knights wage war against vicious beasts in the forests and highlands of the surface, then descend into the dark and unforgiving caverns of the underworld to face off against an even darker evil—the Fallen. Whether fighting above ground or far beneath it, your campaign for supremacy knows no bounds.

**Armies of Exigo**

**PC CD-ROM SOFTWARE**

**Black Hole Entertainment**

**Electronic Arts™**

**www.aox.ea.com**

**Break the Boundaries of the Battlefield**

**Cast Powerful Spells**

**Command Massive Armies**

**Take Strategy to New Depths**
16 Editorial
Shooters are good and good for you, too!

18 Letters
You love us, you really love us. And we love you, too. It's so beautiful that we can communicate this way. Kisses!

22 Radar
It's a crazy world out there, and we've got the inside scoop on all the big news. Warner Brothers is actually making sure that publishers are making good games for a change, we find out what the ESRB is up to, and we go to the seedy underground of the MMO drug scene. Think you've seen it all? You haven't. So flip over to Radar section already, will ya?

32 Previews
Our Previews section comes down with a case of sequellitis this month, with everything from Prince of Persia 2 to The Longest Journey's successor. And if that's not enough, we've got a hands-on look at Kohan II: Kings of War, plus Myst IV: Revelations, Dark Fall: Lights Out, and the fuzzy-wuzzy critters in Zoo Tycoon 2.

Bullet Time

Doom 3 and Half-Life 2 are coming soon, and like you, we can't wait. But there are a lot more awesome shooters in the pike, too, including Monolith's stunning new F.E.A.R. We've got the exclusive first look at that game, plus a host of other shooters guaranteed to blow you away.
**PREVIEWS**

32 Prince of Persia 2
34 Dreamfall: The Longest Journey
36 Kohan II: Kings of War
38 The Movies
44 Myst IV: Revelation
44 Dark Fall: Lights Out
46 Dungeon Siege II
48 Cold War
50 Zoo Tycoon 2
52 ER
52 Dangerous Waters

**REVIEWS**

70 Thief: Deadly Shadows
72 Besieger
73 Singles: Flirt up Your Life
74 Joint Operations: Typhoon Rising
76 KumaWar
76 Shrek 2
77 True Crime: Streets of L.A.
78 Perimeter

**70 Reviews**

This month, we've got the full details on Eidos' stealth-action sequel **Thief: Deadly Shadows**, as well as the massive tactical warfare extravaganza that is **Joint Operations**. The perverted Sims-philal among you can share in our bitter hatred of **Singles: Flirt up Your Life**, and then we've got Wil's kid's review of **Shrek 2**. 'Cause we were too embarrassed to review it ourselves.

**79 Tech**

Wil takes the Tech section back to school with tips and products that any self-respecting gamer will need to know about this fall. We review everything from a $1,0000 desktop PC from iBuyPower to Toshiba's latest media center laptop. Plus, Loyd Case has his usual words of wisdom for the kids.

**93 Check Out**

Well, this is it—next month, we're unveiling a fresh new look for Check Out with lots of all-new content! In the meantime, we've got more hardware recommendations for you, along with our usual review archive and this month's editors' picks, courtesy of Darren "I love this game so much I broke 15 mice because of it" Gladstone.

**104 Tom vs. Bruce**

The tension is high as Tom tries to slaughter Bruce in Warlords Battlecry III fast enough to make it to his hot date on time.

**108 Scorched Earth**

King of the castle!
Meet UP @ 1UP.com

The all-new 1UP is here, and it’s exploding with new features! We’ve still got all of that great daily content you’ve come to know and love, but we’re now the first-ever destination for gamers to meet, play, get informed, and show off.

Check out the cool new stuff you can do!

If you have a GameFace, we have a place for you to put it.

YOUR NAME HERE

YOUR GAMEFACE

YOUR GAMES

Show off your game collection and trade games with others!

Get YOUR GameFace on.
Get clubbing! Join clubs or create your own and invite all of your friends.

Make friends with other gamers - including our editors.

You've got a voice, let it be heard! Tell everyone what you're playing or doing.

DAN'S 1UP JOURNAL
My day at the office.

Some of you reading this will need to think about working in a place where you can be yourself and enjoy your work. At 1UP.com, we believe in this philosophy and strive to create a fun and energetic work environment for our employees. We believe in giving our employees the freedom to do their best work, and we encourage our employees to take ownership of their work and contribute to the success of the company. It's not always easy, but it's worth it.

Your Clubs:
- EGM Fans
  - Members: 364
  - JOIN THIS CLUB
- Shoe's World
  - Members: 495
  - JOIN THIS CLUB
- GCOM TV Club
  - Members: 263
  - JOIN THIS CLUB

Your Friends:
- You Share 3 Friends
  - John Davison
    - Oakland, CA
    - Points: 79,250
  - Dan Hsu
    - Honolulu, HI
    - Points: 66,250
  - Sam Kennedy
    - San Jose, CA
    - Points: 33,250

We're all here. Join us at 1UP.com.
Killjoys
Shooooty shooty bang bang!!

JEFF GREEN  EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The first-person shooter is both the albatross and the savior of PC gaming. It's the albatross because it's the genre that always gamers all the negative press about gaming, the one that shows up on the nightly news and makes people believe that gamers are all social deviants, despite the fact that most are actually just 50-year-old housewives playing checkers online. It's the savior, on the other hand, because, to this day, it's still the one type of game that the PC unequivocally pulls off better than any other gaming system. The keyboard/mouse controls, the higher-resolution graphics, and the LAN and broadband multiplayer still make the PC far more effective for this type of game than the consoles. Which is why even the most dedicated console gamers can also be found playing Battlefield Vietnam or drooling in anticipation over those two upcoming PC behemoths Doom 3 and Half-Life 2. This month's cover story focuses on some incredible new PC shooters coming your way, including some, like Monolith's F.E.A.R., that pose a serious challenge to those two giants. No, there probably isn't a Nobel Peace Prize winner in the bunch, but, you know, when's the last time a Nobel Peace Prize winner ever squashed an alien's head open with a crowbar? I rest my case.

STAFF

KIRSTEN SALVATORE  MANAGING EDITOR

Kirsten Salvatore is the managing editor of CGW. What does a managing editor do? Well, she manages the editors. And edits. And manages the editors. Basically, she keeps this crazy ship on course, against all odds, and keeps her sense of humor, too. We are not worthy.

DARREN GLADSTONE  SENIOR EDITOR

The hardest-working man in computer gaming, Darren Gladstone is the senior editor in charge of our industry section, a deep dive into all game-related (and some not-so-related) news, offbeat, and various odds and ends that we don't know where else to put. Kind of like Darren himself.

JOHNNY LU  NEWS EDITOR

Johnny Lu is CGW's Latino previews editor, scouring the globe for and writing for new PC games for you to play. He is also the only editor in CGW history to put away an entire double-gourmet steak in one sitting. At least he let them cook it first.

ROB SCHULTZ  ART DIRECTOR

Rob Schultz is CGW's art director, deciding all of the words we write and making it all look good. Kind of the guy arranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. Or maybe, the hunter-dealer at home for the criminally insane. Either way, we never felt so pretty.

MICHAEL JENNINGS  ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

Michael Jennings, CGW's multi-talented associate art director, is the other reason why this magazine looks so damn good. He is the man in Rob's shoes, taming the Renos, the mocos to Rob's polos. They are two large teams, operating as one giant superman. We love them.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

Charles Ardai, T. Byrle Baker, Loyd Case, Tom Chick, Bruce Gery, Jeff Lackey, Joshua Lamb, Thomas L. McDonald, Erik Mollard, Russell Spe.

RITA KLINE  ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

Rita Kline is CGW's Account Executive. She is also the one who makes sure that we all pay our bills. She is also the one who makes sure that we all pay our bills. She is also the one who makes sure that we all pay our bills.
Join the Adventure and Embark Upon Epic Quests!

EverQuest

OMENS OF WAR

NEVER PLAYED EVERQUEST?
Download 30 Day Free EverQuest Trial
www.everquest.com

learn more at www.omensofwar.com
Letters
Snappy answers to stupid questions

It's Calgon time
Do you want somebody to save you and take you away from here? 'Cause it's so lonely inside and so busy out there. If you're looking for someone who cares, click below.

Michel Massey
Oh my God, it's like you can see into our very souls! Yes, please, please, please take us away; our insides are so very, very lonely. Oh, wait a minute...we're just hungry. Are you a corn dog salesman, Michel? 'Cause that sounds really good right about now. That and some pudding. Lots and lots of pudding.

Real estate agents of the old republic
Recently, I reinstalled Fallout 2 and started to play it once again. Then I read your magazine and noticed that KOTOR2 is coming out next year. I enjoyed KOTOR but felt ripped off. Being generous, there are just eight locations to explore and do things in. In Fallout 2, there are at least 15 locations, not including places like SAD or some random encounters. Why do magazines like yours support this limited gameplay? We don't need, or want, something like Morrowind, but I sure want more than four major areas to explore. It is time we gamers start to demand longer playing experiences for our hard-earned dollars.

John Urbanik
We support this limited gameplay because a) we don't feel it's so limited, and b) we feel it's so packed with fun, replayability, and gameplay options that even if we were lacking in real estate (and we don't think it is), it still would be so damn fun that we wouldn't care.

Picture imperfect
Hello. On page 121 of your June 2004 issue, you had a little bit of info about The Sims Online. I am writing to inform you that this screenshot is not from The Sims Online. Rather, it is from some sort of Star Wars game. Thanks!

Revan

Don't Know Much About History

While your previews editor waits for his first pubic hair to sprout, he might want to go back to WWII school. Your preview of Call of Duty: United Offensive in the July issue identifies it clearly as an "Allied," not "Axis" game, so we won't be "running to different stations to down enemy Spitfires," unless we're determined to get court-martialed on our return. Also, I suppose we ought to thank God he wasn't in charge of air defense during the big one, as in the photo caption he identifies "Stukas" as "Spitfires." Just sayin'.

Thanks for letting us know, Revan! Here's the screenshot we meant to run. Our apologies.

We feel your pain
Pardon me for crying a river, but when you review a game such as Painkiller, isn't the game supposed to actually work? Having not gotten any new games for a while and being a longtime subscriber, I decided to look through your reviews to find a game to buy. Painkiller caught my eye, and I bought it. Unfortunately, it does not work on either of my fairly high-end Dells, including one that is about two weeks old. It simply will not start up, even after numerous visits to the tech-support forum and completely messing with my tech support. All I am saying is, what happened to the days when buggy games got bad reviews just for being buggy? A realistic physics engine and fun shoot-em-up style go only so far when the only game graphics I see is a tiny error message 10 minutes after trying to load the game. Painkiller is a huge pain in the a$$, and DreamCatcher ought to catch a lawsuit. "The Predator" We have to say, Tha, that we encountered no such problems on the different systems we played it on. The culprit may be a really weird one—the play disc is actually the third disc, not the first one. This might be your problem.

Freedom's just another word
I was reading the June 2004 Tom vs. Bruce section, when they got around to playing CTF (the two were going at it UT2004 style). Bruce claimed to have lost B

Mail Bites
As I read the July Scorched Earth, I began to wonder if Denis Leary was now under the employment of Jeff Davis and that Robert Coffey was merely his screen name.

—Mark Fischer

Is it just me, or does anyone else want to see Jeff Green in a fuzzy pink bunny rabbit suit?

—Jordan "Jordy" Frezberg
Thanks for making such an excellent point, Max. We're big supporters of all Americans' First Amendment rights here at CGW. We are not big supporters of vicious pit vipers.

Chicks with clicks

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you for that great article on checkpoint saves (July 2004 issue). After struggling through LOTR ROTTK on PC and TTT on XBox, I couldn't agree more. The whole point of gaming is—now hold on to your hats—it's supposed to be fun! Yes, fun! But when some idiot sitting in his leather armchair swagging his Sobe Lite decides that he is God and save games will happen only when he decides, rather than us poor schmos who shelled out the greenbacks to play said game, then it's a frustrating circle of hell, and nothing short of all the makers of EA Games suddenly dropping dead from heart attacks will make up for lost time (and lost fun).

Fact is, I have moved every single character to the highest level in ROTTK except for that stupid Aragorn/Gimli/Legolas in the King of the Dead, who are holding me back from actually seeing Frodo finish the business at hand. Argh! This coming from the same gal who probably saved every second of every Tomb Raider game, from health-pack pickups to found secrets, and finished with something absurd like 3,572 saves. But at least I finished those games. ROTTK now sits on my shelf collecting dust (next to the impossibly stupid Tomb Raider 6: The Angel of You-Know-What), and I have now resigned myself to the fact that I will never get out of the King of the Dead level. Curse you, EA Games! And, on the subject of fun, I'd like to ask the head honchos of the disaster that was Tomb Raider 6: Why, oh why did you take away Lara's unlimited pistol firepower? I miss being able to fall back on my reliable safety net after abusing my supply of shotgun shells. And what's up with Lara's sudden inability to cling forever on a ledge? Sometimes I have to make a decision, and I don't want to fail because I took too long crossing a chasm. Bring back the fun! On a lighter note, I first found out about Armed and Dangerous in the March 2004 issue, and I have to say I liked the write-up so much that I bought the game—and it's the most fun gun I've had in a long time. Roman and his Lionhearts kick ass on a take-no-prisoners, laugh-out-loud gun rampage. I've played it through twice already! So beware, all you game makers producing hard-to-play, nonsavable, forehead-vein-popping games packaged as fun and thrilling action play, for this game girl will not be buying. Yeah! I said "Game Girl," I know. I'm a rare breed!

Tanya Z.

Not that rare a breed, Tanya—read on! OK, so I don't have a tattoo showing what a geeky gamer I am (Lord Chariot is a little scary, oh? No, I'm not Canadian), I never played Asteroids on the MIT mainframe or Outblaze on Plato in the late '70s (I hadn't been born yet), and I'm not a wannabe (because I don't know any girl gamers to "wannabe" like), but I'm definitely a gaming geek. I was there to receive the Golden Mop award. I read the cheesy programmer's note on the "brick" wall (which merely looked like green X's on the screen). I spent quality time (and quarters) in arcades in the '80s. I saved the princess who was in a freaking' other castle (stupid wimpy princess...). I blew the minions of hell and Nazis (not much difference) into little pieces. I kicked frogs and tickled whales' tongues. I am a friend of Atrus and slayer of dragons. I was a cybernetic master chief out to keep the Covenant forces from finding Earth. I knocked the crap out of Diablo and Baal and discovered alien artifacts. I've slaughtered ringwraiths and been attacked by a thousand Agent Smiths. True gamers aren't just those good guys who refer to Lara Croft as their "girlfriend" and make lame jokes about Chihuahua... We all just have a blast doing what we do—except the odds are slightly more in my favor of finding someone of the opposite sex who likes games as much as I do (and isn't pixelated). Huh huh huh...
Perfect LCD Screens - Guaranteed

You Choose Your Custom Color of Auto Finish

Custom Graphics and Artwork Available

Black Ops™ Aluminum Carrying Case Included
The End of Bad M

Warner Bros. to penalize abysmal licensed titles
To say that Atari's Enter the Matrix was a disaster is being kind, but more than 5 million people worldwide still got suckered into buying it. On GameRankings.com, a site that posts aggregate review scores for games, Enter the Matrix's average score across all platforms is a rip-roaring 68.9 percent. According to Warner Bros.' newly instituted royalty policy, developers will be forced to pay increased royalties if their titles are panned. The further away from 70 percent the scores are, the higher the penalty.

"Did [Enter the Matrix] sell that many units because Warner Bros. spent $100 million on marketing?" pondered Jason Hall, senior VP of Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment. "Or did it really sell based on people thinking, 'This game is awesome and it's doing well for the brand?'" Warner Bros. is determined to change the industry's perception of its movie-licensed videogames.

One notable supporter of this move is Electronic Arts. "[Warner Bros.] policy is good for the consumer," says Jeff Brown, VP of corporate communications for EA, "good for the license, and good for the entire [game] industry."

Industry reaction has been mixed. Atari CEO Bruno Bonnell made his disapproval clear in a Hollywood Reporter story in late May, stating he would "never, ever sign this sort of agreement." When asked to elaborate, an Atari spokesperson responded, "Bruno's really said all he plans to on this subject."

Calls placed to Bam Entertainment, THQ, and Ubisoft—all Warner Bros. licensees—were met with similar results. Sega, on the other hand, collaborated with Warner Bros. on The Matrix Online, has announced its support. "I can totally understand why someone like Jason would do that," says Scott A. Steinberg, Sega's VP of entertainment marketing. "I think it's a very noble way of trying to protect your intellectual property."

"What about when a title doesn't win over the press but consumers are happy? The policy guidelines take this into consideration, weeding out extreme cases of exploitation," Hall says. "[Warner Bros.] needs to understand that some genres appeal to game critics more than others," says Brown. "The whole point is making sure their eye is on the ball when it comes to quality," says Hall. "The point's not numbers. The point is making sure that this is a focus of theirs, that they understand it's very important to us."

Who watches the watchmen? The other obvious concern is whose reviews will weigh heavily for Warner Bros.

"I think any company that signs with Warner Bros. needs a clear definition of what it would be judged by," says Sam Kennedy, Editor in Chief of IGN.com. According to Hall, they will, in a recent case, a publisher picked its five favorite publications to produce the average for its next WB-based title.

A side effect of the policy is more power in the hands of reviewers, and there are rippling fears that publications will be pressured about scores. "It's hard to imagine many publications would want to be a lot more picky about their review list for the licensed titles," a public relations rep whispered anonymously. "You may see a new level of lobbying or sucking up to these [reviewers]."

The flip side may be that only magazines that promise good scores will garner the scoops. "We've already had instances where companies have essentially demanded review scores of a certain level in exchange for exclusivity," admits Kennedy. Rumors circulate that some magazines have already succumbed to these shady tactics, including one publication that guaranteed a positive game review in exchange for a cover story.

Whether or not the policy changes the quality of future Warner Bros. products is unknown, but even Hall admits this isn't a quick fix. "Give us a few years," says Hall, "and you'll start to see the results of this intention." Worst-case scenario for us: If more good games result, we won't be able to dish out as many low scores every month. Now where's the fun in that?
Size Matters
World's smallest first-person shooter in beta

Relatively big things are coming from a very small package: .kkrieger is a first-person shooter that you can download in the time it took you to read this sentence. OK, probably quicker.

.kkrieger was created by a group called theprodukt, which consists of a handful of guys from Hamburg, Germany whose goal was to create the smallest, good-looking FPS game they could and to submit it to the Breakpoint 2004 competition earlier this year. Mission accomplished: They won.

The project began four years ago when Thomas "liver2" Mahlke noticed that when using traditional painting programs, he needed just a few simple primitives and filters to create very realistic textures. That's where the hardcore coding came in... theprodukt worked to create an easy-to-use editor for artists, and the results were amazing—just a few hundred bytes are needed for a texture, and there are no visible compression artifacts.

"The editor is the key to .kkrieger's quality," says Dierk "Chaos" Ohlerich. Ohlerich, who serves as a full-time game developer and does this as a side project, created the Werkzeug editor that makes the game possible. "After all," he adds, "artists can't code; they need a good tool to make good graphics."

As Ohlerich explains it, there are two parts of .kkrieger's code: the editing tool and the final 96K executable file. The original source code is huge, but it is deconstructed into procedural modules. All that information is compressed into a 96K executable file.

What exactly does this mean to you besides fast downloads? Well, it opens the door for elegant programming that doesn't require massive installs, unlike the multigigabyte monstrosities we've seen in the office. (Five CDs to install a game? Sheesh!)

The next step for theprodukt is to produce a bug-fixed version of the game with more content. Ultimately, Ohlerich says that the group wants to work on the technology as it works on volumes two and three. After that, who knows? There's talk of creating a full-price game or just selling their technology. Not bad for a project done in their spare time. —Darren Gladstone

An FPS game that you can download quicker than you can read this!
5 Years Ago,
September 1999
We had only nine friggin' titles to review five years ago and 178 pages of magazine to fill—what were we to do? We decided to do a 100 Hot New Games cover story. Among our picks: Team Fortress 2, Loose Cannon, SimMars, Orcs: Revenge of the Ancient, Worewolf: The Heart of Gala, and Star Trek: New Worlds. These games never shipped. OK, a whole bunch of Star Trek: New Worlds boxes ended up in stores, complete with CD-ROMs containing graphics and sounds and stuff, but an actual game? No game there, my friend, none at all.

10 Years Ago,
September 1994
Hey, whaddya know! Another big upcoming games round-up feature! When something works, you stick with it... or keep doing it until you get it right. Anyway, the "interactive film" fad was blossoming, and we covered Wing Commander III and its star Mark Hamill, The Daedalus Encounter and its star Tia Carrere, and Phantasmagoria and its star—a couple of naked bouncing boobies and a naked butt. At least they were real boobies and butt and not the creepy digitized plastic of Singles: Flirt Up Your Life!

15 Years Ago,
September 1989
We ran a dedicated Industry News section back in the olden days. Fifteen years later, those two pages read like a graveyard with New World Computing, Infocom, Mediagenic, Broderbund, Microprose, Genie, Prodigy, Spectrum Holobyte, and others all having died off. Perhaps Scopia summed it up best in her Curse of the Azure Bonds review when she said, "In the sewers below Tilvertun, a number of Olyughs have made their home." OK, maybe not.

Back in Business
NCsoft hires the hero of Might and Magic
When we spoke with Jon Van Caneghem back in April (CGW #237, p.40), he seemed adamant about his self-imposed retirement. 3DO had torpedoed the once-great Might and Magic and Heroes of Might and Magic series, yet here we are, months later, talking to him in his new role as executive producer for NCsoft.

Since his 3DO days, Caneghem has wanted to build an MMO title. He had to settle for playing them. "My first few months of retirement I found myself playing all of the MMO games out there, from Ultima Online to what’s out now." All along, he made mental notes of what he would make better. What was missing. Next thing you know, he’s hashing out ideas and writing a new game in his free time. "Basically, I got the same feeling I had when I was playing and creating games 20 years ago." He wants to bring that rich single-player experience online. "EverQuest became the standard for MMOs. It’s an overly sophisticated game, but it is successful. As a result, few companies go beyond the EQ formula like NCsoft has," says Caneghem.

So, what is this dream project, you ask? "In the past I’ve spoken too soon and people have either copied or beat us to our own ideas... so I can’t say much yet." What Caneghem has promised, though, is that he’s working on the next big thing. The game, he says, will reach a broader audience and be fun whether you play it for five or 50 hours a week. He wants to deliver something new and interesting every day that you log on. Says Caneghem, "It’ll introduce a whole new way of playing MMOs that just hasn’t been done before." —Darren Gladstone
WarCraft Maps Go Mod

Mapmakers create new ways to play WC3

WarCraft III is evolving from the game you bought a couple years ago—it isn’t just an RTS about snarling green orcs and scantily clad night elves anymore. Thanks to user-made maps, whole new game types are being introduced. Just log on to Battle.net, join the game of someone who’s playing a custom-map mod, and enjoy the whole new game that’s automatically downloaded. And we’ve got to say, what most user-made maps lack in grammar and maturity, they more than make up for in creativity and originality. — Alex Handy

Defense of the Ancients
What It Is: Choose a hero and fight amongst three choke points along a river.
Seems simple enough, doesn’t it? It isn’t.
What It Isn’t: An RTS game. This is a combat-RPG with all the trimmings.
Why We Like It: Most versions of DOTA feature amazing new heroes with excellent new spells, but beware of unbalanced versions. We prefer version 5.36, created by Gunsoo.

Grand Theft Auto 2k v 1.65

Run Panda Run v 1.3
What It Is: Race your Panda Brewmaster through a squared spiral, avoiding treants that kill you with one hit.
What It Isn’t: Fun, if you’re playing with selfish gits. Try to get to the middle alone and you’ll be stuck waiting for everyone else to save you.
Why We Like It: Teamwork required. When you’re killed, another player must stand on the spot where you fell to bring you back.

Skibi Castle TD 5.7
What It Is: A unique tower defense map with dozens of minigames played between each round.
What It Isn’t: Easy. You will be ridiculed by your fellow players until you learn the ropes.
Why We Like It: This map must have been a labor of love. The minigames range from ghost busting to spider dodging to an obstacle course, and they really spice up the already-amazing tower defense gameplay.

Life of a Peasant v 1.9
What It Is: Complicated. You can be an average Joe, police officer, drug mogul, hooker, Mafia boss, forest ranger, mailman, sheriff, teenage girl, fast food restaurant owner...you get the idea.
What It Isn’t: A game. This map plays more like a city simulator, and it always ends with the cops amassing outside the drug dealer’s house.
Why We Like It: For the sheer joy of being able to play as a coke mule in a videogame.

Grand Theft Auto 2k v 1.65
What It Is: Steal a steam tank, buy new weapons, rob the bank, and destroy houses for money. Two teams compete for control of the city.
What It Isn’t: Grand Theft Auto. It’s fun, and it’s an interesting take on WarCraft, but really, it’s nothing like Rockstar’s baby.
Why We Like It: The feel of the machine gun. It’s so cathartic after playing with axe trolls and blunderbusses all day.

Mr. Shroom beta v.26p
What It Is: Do we condone drugs? Hell, no. But you can argue with fun. Dope Wars is a classic game. Now, mix that with a little stealth and you get Mr. Shroom. Buy low, sneak into town (avoiding the cops), and sell high.
What It Isn’t: Politically correct.
Why We Like It: Lots of people have tried to make stealth maps in WC3, but this is one of the few that actually plays well.

Console Corner
Games worth grabbing from your little brother

PS2, XBOX

Psi-ops: The Mindgate Conspiracy
We’re going mental about this game. Many games try to make you feel like you’ve got incredible powers, but here, we’ve got a game that’s actually trying something different. You have to use your bullets and your brains in order to fight your way through waves of bad guys. However, it’s not what you expect.

Remember those old Scanners movies? Well, as a government agent, you’ve got several different abilities, including telekinesis, pyrokinesis, and seeing through objects and entering the minds of other people, with less folks you encounter. Kind of like a usual day at the CGW offices.

ALSO CHECK OUT: Spider-Man 2 (GC, PS2, Xbox), Karaoke Revolution Volume 2 (PS2)

news FEED

> Half Life 2 code culprit run by FBI’s Northwest Cyber Crime Task Force. No further details were given about the cyber crime ring. >Silithere Strategies, developers of Gates of Troy, says its code was stolen. Nobody noticed. >
Years of peace have ended, as the brutal Terran Empire seeks to claim Morningstar Prime, the last colony of the Northern Star Alliance. Surrender is not an option for Captain Jacob Angelus and his brave colonists who battle for the fate of their home and their lives. To survive, they'll have to outmaneuver superior Empire weaponry and the vicious alien race allied with the Terrans. The forces are assembled; the soldiers stand ready. Let the battle begin.
Bomb Scare Is No Game

Grand Theft Auto blamed for man's inability to hit Pause

Lesson learned most recently by Anthony S. Jones of Jacksonville, FL: When you're on the phone, stop playing games. Late one Sunday night this May, Jones, 27, called in to the Cross Creek Barbeque, where he worked as a cook. While talking with a coworker, Jones alleges he was playing Grand Theft Auto: Vice City. The result of that phone call landed Jones in jail with felony charges and no chance to reset the game.

Apparently, it was all just one big misunderstanding. You see, when he shouted, 'There's a bomb in the building! There's a bomb in the building! Everyone needs to get out!'” he was talking to a child that was playing the game with him at a friend's house. Rather than getting an answer to the obvious question—why he was playing any GBA game with a child—we'll have to settle on why he'd call and say this in the first place.

The coworker on the receiver heard the threat, panicked, and had the night manager report it to 911. It is unclear as to how long Jones was on the phone or if he even identified himself on the phone. The manager at the restaurant was unavailable for comment when we went to press, but according to Ken Jefferson—a spokesperson for the Jacksonville, FL, police department—Jones simply called, made the threat, and hung up. Hence the need for a phone trace that led to Jones' friend's house, where he was allegedly playing the game. "I've never heard of anything like this happening before," Jefferson adds.

When found, Jones was arrested for making a false report about planting a bomb or explosive, a second-degree felony. As we go to press, Jones is being held in lieu of $5,003 bail. His case is being brought to trial, and if he's found guilty, he can face a maximum penalty of up to 15 years in prison. — Darren Gladstone

The Good

SWAT 4 Returns

Yay! One of the best tactical squad-based shooter franchises around is finally showing signs of life again, after a long time in development hell. Now in the hands of the megataled Irrational Games (System Shock 2, Freedom Force), SWAT 4 wowed us in a recent demo with a butt-simple control scheme that sacrificed none of the tactical complexity. Oh yeah, and there's co-op multiplayer, too.

The Bad

RPG Drought

Remember RPGs? Yeah, neither do we. Because it's been a long time since we've had a good one. Well, OK, not that long—KOTOR was just last year and that was one of the best RPGs ever. Still, there was a time when massive story- and quest-based RPGs ruled the PC, and right now, today, while we are feeling all nostalgic and weepy, well, we miss that time. Ah, Baldur's Gate. Ah, Ultima. Ah, Might and Magic. How we miss thee.

The Ugly

Sierra Shut Down

And the pain continues. Following on the heels of the closings of Papyrus and Impressions studios, Vivendi Universal continues the gutting of its fast-fading gaming empire with the closing of its Bellevue, WA, offices—former home and headquarters of the legendary Sierra Online, makers of many of the best PC games ever made. Vivendi says the Sierra name will live on, but this is truly the end of an era. RIP Sierra.
Big Mech Attack

PlanetSide Daily News

JUNE 16, 3047

GIANT ROBOTS INVADE!

New technology pushes interstellar arms race

BY DARREN GLADSTONE

AMBERISH, EMERALD SERVER—Earlier today, giant robots were sighted all over Auraxis. “As soon as that... that thing came up over the hill near Kyol, I knew that we were in a world of trouble. We hadn’t gone up against anything like this before,” said one member of the Terran Republic who wished to remain anonymous.

For more than a year now, the war-torn world has been rocked by three factions—the New Conglomerate, Terran Republic, and Vaniu sovereignty—vying for control. In that time, the arms race has escalated with new ground and air vehicles (through regular content updates), the discovery of alien technology (in the Core Combat expansion), and now three different types of BFRs (battleframes or, we assume, Big F-king Robots) entering the fight.

MUTUALLY ASSURED DESTRUCTION

This next stage of the war is a logical one, according to David Georgeson, lead designer of PlanetSide. “I’ve worked on a bunch of these giant-robot games [such as Activision’s Heavy Gear]. Here we went with smaller-scale robots that are like heavy tanks—only better.” Standing about 20 meters tall, these BFRs will be able to turn the tide in battles and, according to Georgeson, “will finally help the game feel even more like sci-fi than some near-future combat game.” Each faction gets a unique chassis that can be customized. Attach the immolation cannon and then drive while a ganger mokes with the devastation. Yank out the ganner’s seat and you’ve got yourself a nimble fighter with jump jets. All told, there will be five pilot-controlled weapons, two to three ganner-controlled heavy weapons, and a slow of upcoming enhancement pods. Each chassis is yours to tweak as you see fit, and you can save different loadouts for different combat occasions. For instance, there are NETU siphons that drain energy from enemy outposts, and we hear that a cloaking device is in development. The New Conglomerate’s Peregrino model beam laser, this is probably the one to watch out for.

NEW TACTICS REQUIRED

One thing that all the robots will have in common is shielding. That’s right, these monstrosities are nearly unkillable. The generators on their backs mean they can sustain multiple blows from multiple artillery shots without a scratch. But get this—the shields can repel small-weapons fire. Which means that while these things are imposing, a well-aimed sniper shot can take down a battleframe’s shields.

What's it gonna take to play? Well, you'll need three certification points for the skill and a copy of Core Combat. “We wanted to give the players who invest in the expansion a feeling like they are really getting their money’s worth,” says Georgeson. The only snafu is one we cited when reviewing Core Combat the first time around: You need to pay extra money to be able to use this new gear. But you can still be on the receiving end of a BFR attack even if you don’t pay for the expansion. So be on the lookout for these iron giants this August.

NEWS FEED

* Take the blue pill, quick! Atari has plans to re-enter The Matrix, according to inside sources. Though still officially unannounced, two games are currently in development. Is Shiny involved as well? Nobody’s talking just yet. *
you won't believe your eyes.
Unprecedented voiceover for most non-playable characters.

Create your own unique character choosing from 16 races and 24 classes.

New user-friendly game mechanics for both new and seasoned players.
BEHOLD THE WORLD WHERE

ACTUAL SCREENSHOT

www.everquest2.com
Behold the future of online gaming: the rich, inviting world of EverQuest II. Millions have experienced the legend, now it's time for you to join the quest. Choose your side, sharpen your weapons, practice your magic, and embark on a journey filled with majestic landscapes, bustling cities, ancient dungeons — and adventure beyond your dreams.

COMING SOON
State-of-the-art, cinematic-quality 3D graphics engine that improves as hardware technology advances.

Master immersive combat, spell and skill systems with in-depth interactivity.

EverQuest II
WHERE ADVENTURE COMES ALIVE™
Just Say No to Gleam

Achara addicts get their fix with a crippling virtual drug

Let those newbs have their Evercrack. According to the long-running, text-based MMO Achara (www.achara.com), "gleam" is the fix of choice for the truly hardcore addicts.

Developer Iron Realms Entertainment introduced the (digital) life-altering substance to players just a few months ago, convincing people to try it merely because it was free. "The citizens of Ashan eventually drove the dealers from the city, but a rather dubious individual named Dr. Kortoxian, in the desert village of El'Jazira, has learned to manufacture the drug," Matt Mihaly, CEO and creative director, boasts.

Thanks to the clever doctor, more than 40 players are now irrevocably "hooked" on the white powder that has been likened to cocaine.

Apparently, those few dozen fixed folks didn't read the fine print before snorting. "The effects of gleaming range from sped-up speech—being random removal of spaces between your words—with increasing frequency as you gleam harder; head and mouth tics; and hallucinations of people who aren't there entering your location, to improved dexterity," Mihaly says. "The dexterity boost is mild, however, and does not nearly compensate for the risk in using gleam, in my opinion."

That's an understatement, because habitual use of gleam makes a hangover seem like Christmas morning. "Someone withdrawing from gleam is a pathetic sight: throwing up; begging for gleam or money to buy gleam, which is not under the user's control; shivering; losing control of their muscles; collapsing to the floor; and so on," Mihaly says. "Translation: a cold, twitchy, pulse-splattered end."

But such untimely demises are hardly a message to young, impressionable keyboard jockeys about the dangers of such dirty substances. "We neither condone nor condemn drug use, as it's really none of our business what players are doing outside our world," Mihaly offers. "All I know is nobody really wants to hang around a gleam addict."

What's next? Virtual hookers and "pixellis"?

---

Talking Heads

Traci Lords plays doctor with Ground Control II: Operation Exodus

Does the name Traci Elizabeth Lords sound familiar? Maybe you've seen her on TV shows such as Melrose Place or in movies such as Blade—or perhaps you've seen her other (ahem) body of work. Whatever the case, Traci is now doing voiceovers. She's the star of the forthcoming animated film The Chosen One and is playing the role of Dr. Alice McNeal for VU Games' recently released Ground Control II: Operation Exodus.

On not being typecast: I've never played dim bimbos in anything I've done. You'd think that would be the niche they'd try to put me into, but it just never happened. This is good because it's much more interesting to play someone who has a brain.

On how she played a doctor: I didn't get to see any of the game preparing for the role, but then usually all you see is a sketch of what the character looks like and maybe a brief description of their voice. That's just part of breaking down the role as an actress. Though the producers of Ground Control II were really specific about how they wanted the role to be played, they really wanted someone who was very compassionate. This is a character who has the medical language down, but she also has a huge heart and cares about the other characters.

On getting locked in a booth for recording sessions: I like the privacy. I don't know what would happen if the other actors could see me. Would I be willing to be as goofy? I have no idea. Because when you do voiceover work, you have to be willing to make a complete fool of yourself. Which, I've found, I'm very good at.
One Foot in the Grave

The once-mighty game publisher sees mighty tough times

A moment of silence, please. Interplay, longtime game publisher and industry pioneer, has fallen on ludicrously tough times. Its once-mighty Black Isle Studios (responsible for shepherding such classic RPGs as Planescape: Torment, Baldur's Gate, Icewind Dale, and the Fallout series) is abandoned. All that's left is a voice mail phone system that no one answers and an official website that has memorably been offline for weeks now.

Rumors began circulating in early June that the company's Irvine, CA, headquarters had closed following a mediocre earnings announcement in April. With a stack of back taxes and numerous lawsuits (including a claim by BioWare for $156,000 in Baldur's Gate royalties) to deal with, things weren't looking too good for Interplay. Several days after these rumors emerged, The Orange County Register reported the studio's closure at the hands of California state officials. Complaints by unpaid employees prompted a hasty investigation that revealed, among other things, a lack of worker's compensation insurance within the company.

But that's not all: Days after Interplay was forced to close its doors, business resumed as usual after a quick reacquisition of worker's compensation. The very same day, Titus Interactive—Interplay's France-based parent company and majority shareholder—declared bankruptcy. Titus' shares have been frozen, pending further investigation of its financial situation.

According to the Register, Interplay CEO Herve Caen claims that Titus’ predicament does not impact Interplay, and that he continues to maintain an optimistic outlook about his company's future. However, Interplay still has plenty of financial hurdles to overcome, which could be compounded even further due to a currently ongoing audit.

What does the future hold for Interplay? No one knows for certain at this point, but it definitely looks bleak. "It's really inconceivable that they could take one of the most prolific and successful game developers and just run it right into the ground," said one reader on our forums. "Well, if Apple rebounded," remarked another reader, "anyone can." — Ryon Scott

What does the future hold for Interplay? No one knows for certain at this point.

Reality Check

Reality Check compares the ratings of the major gaming press with GameRankings.com, which averages all published reviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>CGW</th>
<th>CGM</th>
<th>GameSpot</th>
<th>IGN.com</th>
<th>GameSpy</th>
<th>1UP.com</th>
<th>GameRankings.com</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Divinity</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Heroes</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>A-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitman: Contracts</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lineage II</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C-</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C+</td>
<td>B-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warlords Battlecry III</td>
<td>B-</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>B-</td>
<td>B+</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEWS FEED: MMO talks trash: Trade in your old retail box of an MMO you didn't like and get 30 free days playing Jumpgate. www.jossh.com 321 Studios is being sued over Games X Copy (we called that one back in May (CGW #238, p. 29).
100 Bucks
It's burning a hole in your pocket. Go spend it

Beastie Boys, To the 5 Boroughs
$15, WWW.THEBEASTIEBOYS.COM
With every release, the beasties rewrite how the game is played. Now, six years since Hello Nasty blew up, we're ready to ch-ch-check this new disc out. While it doesn't have all the funky collaborations of Paul's Boutique (but really, nothing else does), Boroughs is a mature throwback to the likes of License to Ill.

BOOK
The Stepford Wives
$7, WWW.HARPERCOLLINS.COM
The Frank Oz remake of this classic 1975 movie is actually a pretty good analogy for the book. Take something good and pure and corrupt it by removing any substance and tarting it up. Trust us—stick with the original story of a male-driven secret society in blue-blooded Connecticut. Buy the book.

DVD
Dead Like Me—Season One box set
$41, WWW.AMAZON.COM
Life's a bitch and then you die. Then you become an otherworldly collection agent. Such is the afterlife of poor George. He's got to collect the souls of those who kick the bucket and make sure they get to their final destination. This black comedy is a hidden gem on Showtime and definitely worth watching.

MOVIE
Anchorman
$10 TICKET, WWW.ANCHORMAN-THEMOVIE.COM
Who better to play a 1970s TV anchorman than Will Ferrell? Just about everything this guy does is freakishly funny, and we can't wait to see him in action here.

MOVIE
Supersize Me
$10 TICKET, WWW.SUPER SIZE ME.COM
One man, one goal—eat nothing but McDonald's meals for an entire month. And if he's asked if

he wants to get the meal supersized, he has to. Doesn't sound too bad, does it? This documentary is a painfully funny look at someone who's eaten one Big Mac too many.

DC's competitors at Marvel have also released Identity Disk. Out there is a list of every superpowered person, and a comic version of Keyser Soze wants it for himself. Both are interesting reads that will, no doubt, come out as graphic novels.

MOVIE
Loretta Lynn, Van Lear Rose
$11, WWW.AMAZON.COM
Johnny Cash came on strong with his last few albums. Other country legends were sure to follow. This twangy CD shows that southern belle Loretta Lynn still has what it takes. The amazing part is how the White Stripes' Jack White checked his ego at the door to produce this awesome collaborative effort.

Pocket Change: $1.00
The Ratings Game
The one time publishers don't want the high score

Senator Joe Lieberman must be proud. The Entertainment Software Ratings Board (ESRB) was formed 10 years ago after a spate of debates over games such as Mortal Kombat and Night Trap. But have you ever wondered who these people are? Who says that one game gets a T instead of an M rating? We had the chance to speak with Patricia Vance, president of the ESRB, and got the inside scoop.

"First, there's a lengthy submission form that publishers have to fill out," says Vance. "This has to be accompanied by a video on which it's critical that they submit the most extreme content. The submission form sets up the game for the raters and describes the content of both the game and any movie sequences.

"There's always a minimum of three raters per product, and they all look at the documentation and then view the video scene by scene. We look for a consensus of opinion from them, and we ask people to assign what they think the rating should be. Our criteria for raters are that we want them to be over 21 and have some experience with kids. It's not important whether they are gamers or not..."

But doesn't that put all the control in the hands of the publisher? "Yes, but when a product is submitted, they are obligated to a set of principles and guidelines along with a code of conduct. These include everything from where the product descriptors should be placed on the packaging to where an M-rated game can be advertised. Publishers are all subject to a set of practices that are fully enforced by the ESRB. If a publisher violates the code of conduct, then we have a number of options open to us. There are three basic classes of violation, and these are anything from marking a product wrong to inappropriately targeting an M-rated product by, say, putting an ad in an inappropriate place."

What if a publisher chooses not to disclose some content? Wouldn't it be easy to slip something through? "As well as all the material that we ask for early on, we also get copies of final code after a product has shipped, which our in-house rating department will play. At this point, if something is spotted and needs to be changed, there are a number of courses of action open to the publisher. They can take corrective action with the product, which is potentially very expensive, or they can re-sticker the box with an adjusted rating. If mistakes are made, they tend to not be intentional. It just doesn't happen often because of the ramifications. We also have the option to just not rate something. Retail wants games to be rated, so we have that as a form of enforcement. For most places, no rating means the game won't be stocked."

John Davison
John Davison, editorial director of the Ziff Davis Game Group, originally wrote this story for the August 2004 issue of Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine.

Mostly for Everyone
57% of all games rated in 2003 received an E rating.
32% of all games rated in 2003 received a T rating.
10% of all games rated in 2003 received an M rating.
1% of all games rated in 2003 received an EC rating.

Tell us all about your PC gaming life... and you could win a $300 American Express® Gift Card!

It's simple. Just log on to: www.surveymonkey.com/cgwgamesurvey

Enter your unique I.D. code: CGWSUBS

And, complete a brief survey. It's that easy!**

** DOUBLE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING! **
Be one of the first 500 people to complete the survey. Survey closes August 23, 2004.

* "AMERICAN EXPRESS® is a registered trademark of American Express Company. American Express does not endorse or sponsor this sweepstakes.
** Go to www.surveymonkey.com/cgwgamesurvey for complete sweepstakes rules. Only one entry per household. No purchase necessary.
The new fighting system will allow for branching chains full of moves.

Finish off an enemy or hop off its back to another foe.

Stand back, or I'll jump. I'm not kidding!
Prince of Persia 2

Roll out the magic carpet

Time changes all things—even games. *Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time* was CGW's 2003 action game of the year, but already the sequel is nearly upon us, and much has changed, indeed, since then.

Set about six years after the original's events, *Prince of Persia 2* (working title) follows the adventures of the same Prince, but our hero is greatly humbled. His best friend has been killed before his very eyes, and the Prince's cockiness and hubris are directly responsible. Tortured by this, the Prince changes and emerges a darker character.

When the Prince first stole the mystical Sands of Time dagger, he was fated to die. Because he managed to cheat death, fate has intervened and materialized as an omnipotent creature called Dahaka. To save himself, the Prince must travel back in time to the island where the Sands of Time dagger was forged and prevent the dagger from being made in the first place.

A Hollywood screenwriting team is behind this new story, and Danny Ruiz, the game's brand manager, promises, "If the original game's plot was like a mini roller coaster, then the twists and turns of this sequel will be like a Six Flags supercoaster, with more second-guessing and unexpected twists."

The hook

Time manipulation again plays a significant role in gameplay. Thus far, there are three confirmed time maneuvers—slow, speed, and rewind—though more are being developed and tested to ensure they'll fit well into the overall gameplay.

One complaint with the original game was a fighting system that became formulaic as the game progressed. The "Cirque du Soleil" flair of the original's battles is replaced in the sequel with more vicious fighting and a more complex combat system, including numerous combos and branching techniques. Plus, watch for spewing blood and rolling heads! OK, that's actually dependent on discussions with the ESRB.

The Prince can now carry two weapons and use them in tandem (e.g., a scissor-like snip of a neck), or he can use one as a projectile and keep swinging away with the other. Also look for a variety of weapons, from hammers to daggers, each with different strengths.

The flair of the original's battles is replaced with vicious fighting and a complex combo system.

The snare

The *Sands of Time* is an amazing game, reviewed and praised highly across the board, but the almighty dollar spoke differently—the game sold below expectations. Many of the planned changes in the sequel look to open up sales to a wider audience, but the changes don't feel forced. It seems like a natural progression for the story and the character.

Players griped that in the original, puzzle and battle areas were distinctively separate. That line will be blurred in the sequel. One early example: An enemy sprints by at lightning speed, and in order to fight him, you must slow time.

Jordan Mechner, creator of the original *Prince of Persia*, is not involved with this sequel. Instead, he's cowriting the screenplay for the upcoming *Prince of Persia* movie, which is being done through Disney and Bruckheimer (*Pirates of the Caribbean, King Arthur*).

A quick, final note: Farah, the love interest from the first game, will make no appearances, but we're told that "incentives for replay" will. What does that mean? Details haven't yet been revealed, but we're hoping for multiple pathways and endings, not just trite costume changes.

Johnny Liu

The Word: KING ME

Certain scenarios allow you to use the environment in combat.
New heroine Zoe Castillo gazes at the gigantic April pictured to the right.

Marcus, a quaint provincial town.

The caves beneath Marcus, far from civilization.

A wheel-turning puzzle based on tonal sounds.
Dreamfall
The longer Longest Journey

The hook
So, what exactly makes Zoe Castillo the new "it" girl? In many ways, her struggle mirrors that of April Ryan's, the heroine of the original game. Zoe is studying bioengineering in college but temporarily drops out to do some soul searching. At this crossroads in her life, she becomes embroiled in a conspiracy that begins with a missing friend and ultimately leads her to parallel worlds.

Part of why Torquist likes his new creation so much is that Zoe exudes that girl-next-door innocence. When questioned as to whether she is a composite of women he knows, he muses sadly, "I know no one like her."

Yet Torquist has not forgotten his old flame, April. She returns in Dreamfall, older and wiser but darker and a little more goth. No longer the bright but dreamy girl she started as, April is weighed down by her knowledge and destiny. The last of the three main characters is Kia, a man shrouded in mystery. On one hand, he is a pious and deeply religious character. On the other, he's an assassin.

Already, these three character designs and the game's art direction look absolutely beautiful. With full 3D contextual controls, the standard pixel hunt of the past will be gone. In its place are context-sensitive controls, puzzles, and fighting action.

But keep in mind that "action" does not mean platform jumping. "Adventure-action" would be a good way to describe it, with adventure and discovery taking precedence over traditional action. And you won't just be hunting for keys, either—instead, you'll be able to kick doors open. Music also looks to play a key part in gameplay—one of the puzzles demonstrated was a tonal-based wheel rotation.

Dreamfall's most intriguing and potentially controversial aspect is its commentary directed at war issues.

The snare
Dreamfall's most intriguing and potentially controversial aspect is its allusion to real-life events. Torquist describes a great tower in the game's central city of Arcadia and says the city will meet with some kind of catastrophe. Though Funcom says this is not meant to be a direct parallel to the 9/11 tragedy, commentary within the plot is definitely directed at war issues. Heavy stuff, but thankfully, it seems done with tact, not controversy for controversy's sake. While it's still very early, so far, the game looks like it will follow in the artistic footsteps of its forebear—a living painting to explore and discover.

Flashback
THE LONGEST JOURNEY
If you haven't checked out the original title, you should—it's one of the best traditional adventure games of the past few years. Despite being almost 4 years old, it manages to hold up really well, with stunning art and an engaging story. If you can handle the somewhat-dated conventions of the point-and-click genre—such as pixel hunting for clues—give this game a try.

The Word: TRIUMPHANT
Kohan II: Kings of War

Hail to the kings, baby

Kohan: Immortal Sovereigns, CGW's Strategy Game of the Year 2001, wasn't much of a looker, but it had sharp strategy and story to help it stand out. 
Kohan II: Kings of War makes the series over with new 3D graphics while still maintaining all the unique gameplay strengths that grounded the original game. We were able to get our hands on a late build of the game for an expanded second-look preview.

The hook
The original Kohan: Immortal Sovereigns was not the easiest game to play right out of the box. Kohan II aims for a much more intuitive and easily learned gameplay approach—"streamlining" is the operative word here. The game's interface and economic system will be easier for beginners to grasp, making for a markedly less-intimidating learning curve.

As with many real-time-strategy games, Kohan II's gameplay focuses on base building and resource gathering. Settlement camps are constructed on predetermined areas of the map. After assembling your settlement's central base, additional elements such as steel mills and stone quarries can be built into various locations throughout the camp. Walls of different strength can also be erected to provide protection for your constantly growing base.

Instead of churning out individual units, you'll draft entire combat companies. Less micromanagement, more strategy.

The walls have been breached!

The snare
Kohan II isn't the most dazzling game on the horizon—even with an upgraded 3D graphics engine, it seems to be falling a bit behind the curve. Its character models are small, more iconic representations of combat units; you certainly won't be seeing the massive conquering armies or the animation quality of games such as Rome: Total War and Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War.

Another more shallow stumbling block, besides a crowded market, is that Kohan isn't exactly a household name—but then again, neither was Shogun: Total War. Only time will tell if Kohan II: Kings of War can make the ascension to RTS royalty.

The Word: STREAMLINED

Hero characters grant your company more power.

A full-on attack against a stone fortress settlement.
GOD CREATED THE EARTH IN 7 DAYS

YOU CAN PAVE IT IN AN AFTERNOON

Welcome to Chris Sawyer's Locomotion, from the man who brought you Roller Coaster Tycoon. Now you can construct the ultimate combination of trains, trucks, ships, aircraft and more. So people get around, goods get hauled, industries develop and cities sprout up all around. Let's lay some asphalt!
In *The Movies*, the upcoming simulation from Lionhead Studios, you take control of a humble film studio and grow it into a moneymaking empire big enough to make Spielberg himself jealous. All the posh pleasures of the Hollywood lifestyle are yours: a studio commissary, a multi-billion-dollar sci-fi summer blockbuster, paparazzi, glamour queens—you name it. And when you're not busy wheeling, dealing, and managing your studio, you can film and edit short sequences to share with friends across the Internet. You can even use photos from your cell-phone camera in the game, which gives us a feeling we'll be seeing a slew of *Booty City* films from a certain Wil O'Neel.
WWII experiences its rebirth in 2004 with the appearance of the colossal game Codename: Panzers. Breathtaking graphics, fantastic mission design, a complete immersion in the events via amazing scenarios and intense multiplayer modes. Like never before Codename: Panzers will give you the feeling of being at the landing at Omaha Beach, the defense of Stalingrad, the conquering of Berlin or the battle in the Ardennes.

WWW.PANZERS.COM

AUGUST 31, 2004

CODENAME:

PANZERS

PHASE ONE
How do you define real?
Myst IV: Revelation
A mystical new adventure

The original Myst was an engaging adventure that none of its sequels have quite matched. Myst IV: Revelation is the latest attempt to reinvigorate the franchise by hearkening back to the original Myst's story of Sirrus and Achenar. This time around, the two brothers are searching for their missing baby sister Yeeshu, and it's up to you to help them find her.

The hook
Revelation returns to the "inside-a-bubble" mode of exploration, but the game's vivid animation and sound help immerse the player in the action. Furthermore, the point-and-click control scheme will look and feel familiar to Myst veterans, but Ubisoft believes adding sound effects to the controls will add more tactility to the various objects you'll encounter (e.g., click a table and you'll get a wood-knocking sound). Revelation will also boast a built-in hint system that guides you through the game's more difficult challenges.

The snare
For many, the last Myst game, Uru: Ages Beyond Myst, was a disappointment. Revelation promises to go back to the series' roots in hopes of regaining the acclaim that Myst once enjoyed.

Johnny Li:
The Word: MYSTIFYING

Dark Fall: Lights Out
Break out the night-light

While the original Dark Fall: The Journal does not have remote-ly the same cachet as the Myst franchise, it is among the many games inspired by the original Myst. That said, Dark Fall: Lights Out is clever in its own right and may well end up being a good sequel in line with the original.

The game centers on a character named Parker, a professional mapmaker who has been hired to chart the coastal harbor town of Trewarthen. At the edge of this town lies the mysterious lighthouse of Fethch Rock. Parker must delve into the dark history surrounding the lighthouse as he works to save a group of ships lost at sea.

The hook
Lights Out will have more than 50 pre-rendered locations to explore and will also have you traveling among multiple time periods, as time twisting and flashbacks play crucial roles in the story line.

The snare
First-person graphic adventures haven't been getting much attention lately, though The Adventure Company is hoping to change that with Lights Out. Of course, if the game suffers from problems (i.e., pixel hunting) that have plagued the genre in the past, it won't have much to offer besides the same "been there, done that" feeling that continues to hold this genre back.

The Word: SPOOKY

A QUICK COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myst IV: Revelation</th>
<th>Dark Fall: Lights Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>You are...</strong></td>
<td>Yourself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parker, a cartographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The time</strong></td>
<td>Back to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worlds of Myst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same place, three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>different time periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Controls</strong></td>
<td>Panoramic screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with objects and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Screens with objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td>More animated,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>immersive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tactile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost elements,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spooky story with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subplots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Looks...</strong></td>
<td>Quite artistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Like CG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
No one can be told what the Matrix is, you have to see it for yourself.

See it sooner when you pre-order today.

Pre-order The Matrix Online and you will be granted access to the Matrix before the rest of the world. In addition, you’ll receive access to The Matrix Online beta and an exclusive Matrix ability or game item. Just visit www.thematrixonline.com for details. Then get ready to take an active role in the continuing saga of The Matrix trilogy.
Dungeon Siege II

Back to the dungeon

A generation has passed since the events of the original Dungeon Siege. The land of Ehb was freed from evil, and we were free to leave our PCs for a few minutes. Now, in Dungeon Siege II, a new prophecy is coming to pass, with an incarnation of evil hailed back to the First Age of Man.

The First Age ended with a battle so epic that the very earth was torn asunder. Legions of humans were consumed, and magic was unleashed onto the world. A thousand years later, magic flows freely to anyone willing to take hold of its power—including the sinister forces of apocalyptic doom.

The hook

This time around, the folks at Gas Powered Games swear that the story is a more tightly integrated part of Dungeon Siege II. There's a steadily unfolding narrative and more well-rounded characters, who now converse and disagree with one another.

Characters are now more customizable. As in the original Dungeon Siege, you choose from one of four races (humans, elves, dwarves, and half-giants). However, Dungeon Siege II sports a new branching skill system that varies the abilities of each of the four different classes: fighter, ranger, earth mage, and combat mage. It may have been liberally borrowed from what has already been done in Diablo II, but why mess with a good thing?

You control only six characters here (as opposed to the original game's eight), but now you have a greater degree of control over each one, eliminating the "sit back and watch" issues that plagued the original.

You can also raise various pets instead of relying on the previous game's simple pack mule. By feeding your pets various items, you can raise formidable combat allies, with the type of items determining how your pets mature. Have too many useless daggers and weak shields? Pet food.

One pet starts out as a cute, not-so-cuddly fire elemental, but by game's end, it evolves into a flaming behemoth.

The snare

While there seem to be vast improvements throughout the gameplay, what we've seen so far hasn't been a huge visual revolution. Perhaps the reason is that Dungeon Siege II is built upon an updated version of the original's 2-year-old engine. Nonetheless, it is still a bit early to pass judgment, given the game's newly appointed spring 2005 release. Let's hope that the time will be used to add a bit more polish—after all, we don't want a repeat of Legends of Aranna. ■ JL

The Word: MEDIEVAL
Determine the fate of the world as you command the army, navy and air force of one of five world powers and wage war against an advanced Battlefield AI. It's the most dynamic WWII Real Time Strategy experience you've ever booted up. The start of the conflict is 1939. The end? Well, that all depends on you.

WORLD WAR II IS IN YOUR HANDS

www.axisandalliesrts.com

©2004 Atari Interactive, Inc. All Rights Reserved. AXIS & ALLIES is a registered trademark of Hasbro, Inc. Used with permission. GameSpy and the “Powered by GameSpy” design are trademarks of GameSpy industries, Inc. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Heroes aren't just muscle-bound secret agents. Journalists can be heroes, too. Woodward, Bernstein—hell, even us schubs here at CGW. Word has it the pen is mightier than the sword. Do you crave that power to break the human spirit in just a few words?

The as-yet-unnamed protagonist of Cold War is just such an intrepid reporter—unfortunately, it seems that his articles have upset the wrong people. The game sees our hero trapped in communist Moscow, framed for a crime he didn't commit. Now, he must rely on subterfuge and sneakery as he works to clear his name in a stealth-action-adventure in the vein of Metal Gear Solid and Splinter Cell.

The hook
The primary highlight of Cold War's game design is a series of branching paths integrated into the level design; some routes rely on pure stealth, while others require the use of offensive tactics. These multiple branches should provide plenty of varied gameplay and potential replay value.

Besides pen and paper, the hero's other weapon is actually a unique tool: an X-ray camera. With this handy device, you'll be able to peer through walls and behind doors, with enemies showing up on the sharp-looking X-ray scans as skeletons. You'll also have a few other items to help you deal with the threats your camera picks up, including pistols, slingshots, and mines. And when it's time to run, you can climb walls, hide in closets, and cram yourself into tiny nooks to evade your pursuers.

The Czechoslovakia-based development team at Mindware Studios has placed an emphasis on historical accuracy as well, faithfully re-creating such locations as Lenin's Mausoleum and Chernobyl for the game—right down to the authentic-looking Soviet propaganda lining the walls of these landmarks.

The snare
As a photojournalist, your offensive options would seem limited. What are you going to do, poke enemies with the almighty pen? Flashbulb someone to death? If a journalist can execute a kung fu neck snap, that whole "he's just a journalist" plot point seems somewhat diminished. After all, journalists are all nerdy dudes, right? RIGHT?

We've seen a side-by-side comparison demo of a few branching scenarios; with a direct illustrative comparison between two possible routes. Though this setup seems interesting, it remains to be seen how many tangents within tangents and alternatives within alternatives will be present in order to fully create a deep stealth-action experience that adds up to more than a point A to point B quest. We'll only know for sure after we get behind the iron curtain this winter. R.I Johnny Liu

The Word: DEEP COVER

I see you, Col. Sanders. Your chicken recipe is MINE!
Dear Mom,

I'm having a great time in San Francisco. I got a chance to meet a lot of friends online. Guess what! I won $20,000!!!

World Cyber Games Inc
www.worldcybergames.com

Your Name Here!

$20,000

-----Twenty Thousand

Imagine Winning Gold
For your country

Imagine Winning $20,000
Zoo Tycoon 2

Happy monkeys or sad pandas?

True story: One time at a zoo, a trainer told his elephant to stand up. Instead of doing as it was told, the elephant took an enormous dump.

What does this have to do with Zoo Tycoon 2? Besides taking place in a zoo and featuring an elephant, absolutely nothing. It could be said that a whole mess of new features has been dumped into this sequel, but these features are more likely to thrill Zoo Tycoon fans than to stink up the place.

The hook

Zoo Tycoon 2 features a single-player campaign as well as an open sandbox mode: both are charged with new elements and highlighted by an attractive 3D game engine. Much depth is brought to the series thanks to a slew of options, including the first-person zoo guest mode, which allows you to drop down from the standard overhead view to freely walk around and examine various animal exhibits. There's also a zookeeper mode for grooming your creatures and a zoo photographer mode that allows you to take pictures of some 30 different animals and share them online.

You create your zoo's exhibits with the habitat editor and biome brush, which are used to terraform the landscape with all the ease of using a paintbrush. By building proper habitats that suit the different beasts, unique animal animations are unlocked. Playful, moving creatures make zoo patrons happy—and willing to spend more money.

Like in most tycoon-style games, money is the key to building your empire, though it certainly isn't the only factor to keep track of. For example, you might choose to send an animal back into the wild in order to score praise from conservation groups—but park attendance might drop if you turn a crowd favorite loose.

These and other details lend more reality to the Zoo Tycoon experience.

The snare

The new features add greatly to the game's depth, but fuzzy animals don't quite speak to the hardcore 1337 of the gaming community. While a game definitely shouldn't be dismissed because it has cuddly critters, it's fairly safe to say that Zoo Tycoon 2 will be more exciting for young tykes and tycoon fanatics than it will be for the UT2004 crowd. ~ Johnny Liu
GRADUATE WITH HONORS.

2004

300 THOUSAND OF THEM.

THE V GAMES COLLEGE CAMPUS CHALLENGE

OVER 150 CAMPUSES | OVER 300 LIVE EVENTS | OVER 300K IN PRIZE MONEY

Compete in console and PC games at the largest live video game tournament in the country. Pre-registration begins in August!  www.theygames.com

* OVER 300 THOUSAND DOLLARS TO BE AWARDED NATIONALLY.
PIPEDLINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Expected Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myst IV: Revelation</td>
<td>Ubisoft</td>
<td>September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASCAR 2005: Chase for the Cup</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>February 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL 2005</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>Q3 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Flashpoint 2</td>
<td>Codemasters</td>
<td>Q1 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Fighters</td>
<td>Ubisoft</td>
<td>Q1 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pariah</td>
<td>Greystream Games</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playboy: The Mansion</td>
<td>Fatshark</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal 2: Apocalypse Weekend</td>
<td>Redwood</td>
<td>Q3 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince of Persia 2 (Working Title)</td>
<td>Ubisoft</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotronic</td>
<td>CitySoft</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quake IV</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RollerCoaster Tycoon 3</td>
<td>Atari</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome: Total War</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Saga of Radion</td>
<td>MaxEntertainment</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid Meier's Pentива</td>
<td>Atari</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Hill 4: The Room</td>
<td>Konami</td>
<td>Q3 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Hunter III</td>
<td>Ubisoft</td>
<td>September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Storm: Sentinels</td>
<td>ElectronicArts</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sims 2</td>
<td>ElectronicArts</td>
<td>September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splinter Cell 3</td>
<td>Ubisoft</td>
<td>Q1 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars Battlefront</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars: Galaxies: Jump to Lightspeed</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic - The Sith Lords</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>February 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars Republic Commando</td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superscape: Four Paths to Power</td>
<td>Strategy First</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supreme Ruler 2010</td>
<td>Strategy First</td>
<td>Q2 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAT 4</td>
<td>Veronika Universal</td>
<td>Q2 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabula Rasa</td>
<td>NCSoft</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Hawk's Underground 2</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribes: Vengeance</td>
<td>Veronika Universal</td>
<td>Q4 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warlock: The Exiled</td>
<td>ElectronicArts</td>
<td>October 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vampire: The Masquerade—Bloodlines</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wargred: Saga of Heroes</td>
<td>Morovista</td>
<td>September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warhammer 40,000: Titan</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>September 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn of War</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WarTime Command: Battle for Europe 1939-1945</td>
<td>Codemasters</td>
<td>August 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World of Warcraft</td>
<td>Blizzard</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ys VI: The Ark of Napishtim</td>
<td>Konami</td>
<td>Q4 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo Tycoon 2</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>Q3 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CR**

Hippocratic oath? Bah! Who needs it?

When you think ER, you think serious doctor drama. The last thing you'd expect is Noah Wyle poisoning other doctors or faith-healing patients. Thankfully, now you can play the ER you've always wanted to watch, with ER the PC game.

The hook

Fans of The Sims might take a liking to this quirkified take on medicine. You begin as an intern, building your skills in various branches of medicine. With a wave of your hands, little sparkles of magic rise up from the patients. That means you are using medicine—or, we assume, faith-healing—to cure patients. You can also slip the other doctors laxatives to get a leg up on your competition.

The snare

Legacy Interactive has been making television-to-PC game translations for a while now, specifically with its Law & Order series. ER's development is heading in a completely different, less serious direction. If the game were an actual simulation based on the show, there could be more depth and education—or maybe a helicopter rotor chopping off someone's arm—but then it wouldn't be nearly as funny.

Johnny Liu

The Word: PRESCRIPTIVE

**DANGEROUS WATERS**

Torpedo in the water

Fans of naval simulations have long been set adrift by a lack of topical games—until now. Dangerous Waters takes military simulation to both sea and air with such a level of realism that publisher Sonalysts Combat Simulations had to get Department of Defense clearance just to release it.

The hook

While former Sonalysts titles centered on submarines, Dangerous Waters aims to fill the sea with playable warships, aircraft, and subs, including Perry-class frigates, Seahawk ASW helicopters, and P3 Orion reconnaissance planes. The game will utilize several levels of scalable realism, allowing it to be played as either a Harpoon-style war game or a full-on naval simulation. Dangerous Waters multiplayer battles have a new twist as well: Multiple players can man different stations of the same craft, making for some interesting team-based tactics.

The snare

It isn't the prettiest boat on the sea, but Dangerous Waters is still poised be one of the most complete naval simulations to date.

Neal Stevens

The Word: NAUTICAL
7 Sins

Word on the street: Vice City? Try Apple City instead. Greed, envy, lust, and other indulgences hold sway over a fictional metropolis in an esoteric life simulation that costs players as backstabbing social climbers. As one of these backstabbers, you will pursue fame and fortune across seven chapters, with a grand total of 60 missions. By tempting, targeting, or titillating acquaintances, players indulge themselves and coerce NPCs into providing needed information—or in some cases, a noose. A unique and seductive gaming experience.

Sounds kinda beat: Singles wasn't that arousing. The Guy Game didn't rub audiences the right way. Why would more amarm hit the spot? Furthermore, French outfit Monte Cristo is known primarily for budgetware (Emergency Fire Response) and nondescript strategic offerings (Platoon), not this type of title. While it is a significant departure from the norm, this program could be an interesting experiment. Hedonism hasn't played well with the public so far, but it's always in fashion...

Creature Conflict: The Clan Wars

Word on the street: Go ahead. Call these creatures cuddly...and watch how many bullet wounds it gets you. Set atop curvaceous 3D landscapes, this humorous—and heavily armed—arcade game is an enjoyable enigma. Basically, Worms meets Wild Kingdom, Creature Conflict offers both action-packed solo campaigns and myriad multiplayer scenarios. Watch as species-based teams take turns exterminating one another with 30 zany weapons. Support for up to four participants and a terrain generator ensure the action will be—ahem—fur-ocious.

Sounds kinda beat: Unlike Team 17, whose once-popular Worms is already on the decline, developer Mithis is starting from scratch with its newest tactically minded title. Not a good sign, especially when you consider the market for shoot-em-up spoofs isn't that huge to begin with. Assuming a best-case scenario, an enterprising publisher could foster a cult following for the package, which does show promise.

Ascension to the Throne

Word on the street: Proving that the turn-based-strategy well hasn't completely run dry, this unsung hero gets medieval on the genre. Eden has been taken over by a wicked wizard. As the last scion and rightful ruler of the liiar family, you gather an army to seek out your revenge. Commanding up to 22 squads of 16 men, couch-potato crusaders traverse an attractive, open-ended world, engaging in a smidgen of roleplaying as they go. A spellbinding visual presentation makes it worth watching.

Sounds kinda beat: As the "Microsoft of Russia," 1C churns out more products in a month than many publishers do in a year. Accordingly, not every game is a winner. Ukrainian development house DVO, the outfit behind the adventure, doesn't have any domestically released offerings under its belt, either. Sleepier hit or narcolepsy-inducing retreat...the chips could fall anywhere. Still, any fantasy romp that follows in Heroes of Might and Magic's footsteps is aces in our book.
RANK: Major
NAME: Rayhem
CAUSE OF DEATH:
Moron behind the keyboard activated his flashlight instead of his rocket launcher in the middle of a firefight.
IN A GAME LIKE DOOM 3™, TIME IS NOT ON YOUR SIDE. YOU NEED RESPONSIVE ACTION.

The world's first interchangeable, custom keyboard system. Whether you're playing or the universal shooter and action gaming keyset, ZBoard's ultra-intuitive design makes reload or just get the hell out of the way. With lightning fast maneuverability, more dropping grenades when you should be crouching. With ZBoard, it's all the graphics and labeled commands. You'll be getting the ultimate Doom 3 gaming experience.

AVAILABLE AT: MICRO CENTER, COMPUSA, LONG DRUM
AND YOU NEED IT QUICK. INTRODUCING ZBOARD™.

PLAYING WITH THE LIMITED EDITION DOOM 3 KEYSET.

JOYSTICK LAYOUT ALLOWS YOU TO CHANGE WEAPONS.

EASY TO USE. NO MORE FUMBLING THROUGH THE MANUAL. NO

HERE IN FRONT OF YOU, AND WITH ZBOARD’S CUSTOM

ENJOYING EXPERIENCE. VISIT ZBOARD.COM FOR MORE INFO.

ZBOARD™

YOUR MOST LETHAL WEAPON.
**FEAR** takes over in Monolith's frightening new shooter.

**GUNS, GUNS, GUNS!**

Whether you prefer your mayhem in gritty wartime gear, sci-fi power armor, or spine-tingling creepiness, the PC has it all this year, and so does CGW in a little feature we like to call...

**BULLET**
TIME

by the runnin' and gunnin' CGW edit staff
You thought mimes were scary? Wait till you see Monolith's new shooter

Be afraid. Be very afraid. Because Monolith is done messing around. No more satirical spy stories. No more Disney games. No more mimes and high-speed tricycle chases. For its next game, the critically acclaimed PC developer (No One Lives Forever, Tron 2.0) is going to do what it has wanted to do for years: scare the bejews out of you.

F.E.A.R. is the name of the new game—and that's an apt description of what it's about, too. We got a close look at the game during a recent trip to Monolith's offices in Kirkland, Washington, and though F.E.A.R. is still a year away (and Monolith is still playing it close to the vest), we did manage to coax some secrets out of them. And now, we're more afraid than ever. Because this game looks frighteningly good.

Hell of a first day on the job
F.E.A.R. is a first-person shooter set in the very near future, you play as the new unnamed member of an elite, super-secret strike-force team—find Encounter Assault and Reson—whose job it is, in the words of lead designer Craig Hubbard, "to handle the weird stuff that no one else can deal with." And Monolith has a lot of weird stuff planned. In the course of just one evening, from dusk until dawn, you and your team will embark on the mission from hell—complete with near-invisible enemies, a guy who interrogates people by eating their flesh, and one creepy little girl who can apparently obliterate people at will. And that's just for openers. Let's just say it's your worst first day on a job ever.

The creatures are unlike any you've seen. Then there's the matter of this little girl...

The game begins in classic action-movie fashion, in medias res, with you blazing down the highway in a high-speed chase. You're riding shotgun with one of your F.E.A.R. teammates, Jankowski (see sidebar), trying to elude an ambush by unknown assailants sitting on you while on your way toward rescuing the kidnapped employee of Armacham, a multi-billion-dollar aerospace company, when you then get word that the Armacham headquarters itself has been attacked and that a Delta Force team had been sent in to secure the facility—only to be completely wiped out. Security-camera footage reveals a scene of utter carnage: The Delta Force team has been ripped to pieces by some kind of unknown, unseen force, and team members' blood soaks the floor and walls.

That's not all. During the car chase, the game flashes back to earlier in the day, as the F.E.A.R. member you have replaced, Conrad Krieger, assembles the F.E.A.R. headquarters and liberates a prisoner—a man who interrogates people by eating their flesh.

Who is Conrad Krieger? Why did he leave F.E.A.R. and abduct a man? Are these events related to the situation at Armacham? What the hell is going on at Armacham?

The horror, the horror
"We want you to be the hero of your own action movie," says Hubbard, an awed cinephile who, throughout our visit, cites a number of movies, including John Woo's Hard-Boiled, The Ring, The Matrix, Die Hard,
and Aliens among the influences at play. As such, this combat-intensive thriller will not put you in the role of a wisecracking musclehead—it will just let you be yourself. “One of our big challenges,” says Hubbard, “was to get away from protagonist-driven games and instead put you in that role, with no specific voice or identity, while still trying to build the kind of full narrative experience that Monolith is known for.”

And what an experience it is. Monolith walked us through an early level in the game when you first infiltrate Armacham, and the tension—the fear—was high. Though Monolith is quick to point out that this is a shooter and not a survival-horror game, it still gives off a creepy horror-movie-style vibe, with atmospheric lighting and the sound of your own breathing and heartbeat pounding loudly as you round each corner. When the enemies do come, some are unlike any you’ve seen in a shooter before, including creatures that melt into walls and leap at you from out of nowhere, hidden behind thermal optical camouflage. And then there’s the matter of this little girl who seems to turn people into bloody puppets just by walking by. “One of my passions is Japanese horror films,” says Hubbard, “which are usually a subtler, more cerebral type of horror. This is what we’re after in F.E.A.R—it’s not about monsters or aliens—it’s about suspense and shadows and your imagination.”

Rockette launcher
Gameplaywise, Monolith is going for straight-up FPS action. Though your teammates will often be in the field with you, you will have no direct control over them. “You are the point man,” says Hubbard. “You are the combat guy—that’s your role. But your team supports you in different ways.” Each team member has a unique ability that will be key to your play. Sun-Kwon, for example, can hear in a frequency range almost like a dog’s, making her strong at infiltration, while Holiday, the demolitions expert, can intuit events and pick up visions merely by touching objects. But the heart of the game will be you kicking ass—often literally. In fact, because, along with the expected arsenal of guns, you’ll be able to use your legs to set some devastating kicks. The developers are modeling your entire body into the game—no just a hand, as in many shooters—meaning you’ll actually be able to see and “feel” your body get knocked across a room.

“A cinematic combat experience” is what Monolith is after, in the words of Chris Hewitt, director of development. And to realize this, the company has abandoned the LithTech graphics engine in favor of a brand new engine that uses the latest DirectX 9 rendering technology to provide an incredible amount of detail. The graphics are “per pixel lit,” which means that every single pixel rendered in the game is evaluated for lighting and color—pretty as detailed as you can possibly do—an effect not possible prior to the arrival of DirectX 9 graphics cards. The goal here is to not to impress you with technology—it’s to immerse you deeper into the story. “We want our technology to support the game, not the other way around,” says Hewitt. “Monolith has always tried to take a more cinematic approach with strong characters and story. So it was really exciting for us to take this opportunity to revamp the tech, to get us closer to a more photo-realistic, movie-like experience while still retaining our strengths of creating compelling characters and dialogue.”

Fear itself
F.E.A.R. is still a year away, and there’s plenty that the team is not yet ready to reveal. But look at the screens. Look at Monolith’s track record—it has made one awesome shooter after another over the past decade. Look at the trail of bloody footprints that creepy girl is leaving behind. And then ask yourself: Do you really want to miss this game? Maybe you’re too afraid.
S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Shadow of Chernobyl

Freedom's just another word for plenty left to kill

You think property values in Chernobyl are crap now? Just wait until 2006, when a massive explosion rips through the area and makes this irradiated wasteland even deadlier. Fortunately, gamers will be the only humans allowed in the area when S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Shadow of Chernobyl hits shelves late this year. As little more than glorified thieves, players will—you guessed it—stalk the blasted environments hunting for artifacts, competing or cooperating with fellow stalkers, and battling untold numbers of seriously mutated beasts.

It's a free country

So what makes S.T.A.L.K.E.R. stand out from the postapocalyptic-shooter pack? Simply, the massive amount of space the game intends to give gamers. And not just space in terms of real estate to roam (though with 30 square kilometers to cover, there’s plenty of that), but space in terms of how you choose to play the game and how you interact with the world. This is a game with eight entirely different potential endings, each achievable through entirely different potential styles of play.

The key to this is the unique life simulation system that drives every creature in the game. The best example of the comes in the form of the other treasure hunters prowling the badlands. These aren’t just traditional scripted A.I. enemies. These stalkers actively compete with you, trying to beat you to the artifacts and technology you pursue, reacting to you based on your previous behavior and reputation, and setting their own objectives with the same degree of freedom that you enjoy. You can approach them as hostiles, or you can cooperate with them and even trade goods, weapons, and equipment. Motivated by greed, cowardice, perceived advantages, and more, and occasionally operating in clans, stalkers will be the deadliest adversaries in the game.

Which isn’t to say the mutated monsters you fight will be a cakewalk. Telepathy and telekinesis are just some of the tools they’ll use to attack you, not to mention exploiting the cover of darkness and a keen sense of survival that will urge them to flee a losing fight to regroup and attack later. Luckily, you’ll have more than 25 weapons—many with upgrades—to deal with them. More options, more choices, more freedom.

Everything is being built with the intention of creating a living, breathing, threatening, and absolutely deadly game world. From the potential attacks of seemingly benign stray dogs to the violence of the storms generated by the weather engine, to the physics-maddening unpredictability of various anomaly “mystery spots” and deadly irradiated hot zones pockmarking the landscapes. S.T.A.L.K.E.R. may be the scariest shooter not named Doom 3 to ship this year.

Groups of scary stalkers will try to kill you.
Battlefield 2
The real fight club

File this under "no news is good news"—there really hasn't been any big new information leaking out about Battlefield 2, chiefly because the developers are hard at work welding all those ones and zeroes together for their next digital masterpiece. Besides, we spilled just about every spillable bean imaginable in our July cover story. But here's a quick review in case you missed it: persistent characters and ranks, modern combat, all-new vehicles and weapons, enhanced team structure, voice support, a new and insanely detailed graphics engine, and 100-plus players fighting at once. Too bad you can't enlist until next year.

Oh, Shoot!
Happiness = warm gun

We've seen just about every reinvention of the mouse conceivable—until now. MonsterGecko's PistolMouse FPS is a plastic-mold molded gun built for first-person shooter games. How does it work? Pretty much like an optical mouse, except there are a bunch of buttons mapped on to it for alt firing, reloading, and quick weapon switching. It feels a little awkward at first, but once you get use to it, you'll be taking potshots like a pro—and you'll look like a major tool in the process. (www.monstergecko.com)
Brothers in Arms

No, it's not a square dance simulator

If there's one thing more crowded than the first-person-shooter arena, it's the World War II first-person-shooter arena. All the games look good, sound great, and have thrilling action—so how can a developer hope to stand out from the pack? By introducing a healthy dose of tactics and authenticity, that's how. Gearbox has been toiling on its labor of love, Brothers in Arms, for a couple of years now, and from what we've seen, all that work and research is paying off, in spades.

Central command

Sure, you'll have ample opportunity to personally fill Nazis full of lead in Brothers in Arms, but so will your squad—and they'll do it under your direct orders. As Sgt. Matt Baker, leader of Baker's Dozen, a real squad of 101st Airborne paratroopers, you'll lead your team (each member based on a real person) through the eight-day invasion of Normandy. A simple point-and-click interface lets you divide your soldiers into fire and assault teams, letting one group lay down suppressing fire while you lead the assault squad on a flanking maneuver against an entrenched German position. Your soldiers will fight intelligently even without your direct orders, seeking cover, finding targets, and moving to better positions. The downside is that the German soldiers have the same strong AI and will use tactics to take you out as well.

Tanks are also highly controllable. You don't just jump in and man the turret—you actually give the tank commander orders, telling him where to go and designating targets. And while you can man the machine gun on the medium tanks, the tanks are smart enough to use their main guns and support guns to fire independently on different targets.

Tanks make great moving cover for your squad, but U.S. armor is hugely vulnerable to antitank weapons. The good news? After wiping out a German...
Men of Valor

No fortunate sons

2015 has been pretty tight-lipped about the PC version of this shooter, limiting most of the released information to the Xbox version of the game. Until now. The PC version is sharper and more detailed game with much richer models and environments.

All this graphical wonderment is in the service of a game that has a classic war-movie feel. It’s the kind of Vietnam flick that has to have a big good ol’ boy named Tex and a nerdy guy with big glasses and aspirations of writing the great American novel. If you catch a game character writing a love letter home, keep your distance, because you just know he’s going to get it.

The developers are filling the game with dramatic, concentrated storytelling moments that feature music from the period used to heighten the emotional intensity. One level begins with a group of soldiers riding in a caravan of trucks with James Brown’s Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag blaring from one of the radios. Suddenly, an explosion rips through the air and a field of rice erupts in flames. From there, it’s right into the action, as fighting breaks out in Vietnam’s dense green jungles. This is a game with a Medal of Honor pedigree in the design team. Our hopes are high.
Star Wars Games

"Star Wars, talkin' 'bout those... Star Wars..."

In a studio far, far away (San Rafael, CA, to be precise), the folks at LucasArts are working feverishly to finish not one, but two significant new first-person shooters. In these very pages a few months back, we broke the news of Star Wars Battlefront and Star Wars Republic Commando. Both games offer up unique takes on the genre, with, of course, the trademark Star Wars seal of approval.

The simplest, quickest way to sum up Battlefront would be to call it Battlefield 1942 in Spaceace! That, however, isn't giving this game enough credit. Sure, it has that tried-and-true concept of two sides duking it out for supremacy of control points, but it's the variety of the specialists and the gameplay that sets Battlefront apart—and that isn't even going into how cool it is to be a stormtrooper driving an AT-ST and squashing the opposition. Of the 17 missions that comprise the game (seven during the Clone Wars, 10 from the classic trilogy's Galactic Civil War), we were psyched to sit down and play through the Hoth level. After all, who doesn't want to crush the Rebel Alliance under their shiny metal jackboot heel?

The battles are massive and workflow whether you're playing from the SOCOM U.S. Navy SEALs-ish third-person view or within first-person. In the matches we played, the huge level could easily house 64-player LAN matches, with plenty of room to spare. Producer Jim Tso says that on high-end machines, they've crammed almost 1,000 bots onto a single map. That's insane! The other revolutionary part we've...
already talked about in great detail (March 2004, pages 40-42) is the galactic conquest multiplayer campaign. Claim victories by beating back the opposition on different planets and gain advantages in battle. Use a Death Star or fight side by side with an A.I.-controlled Darth Maul.

**Behind the helmet**

*Republic Commando* takes a different approach to staging massive holds fights, you're in control of a small squad of elite troopers. Armed with the versatile DC-17 assault rifle (add-on components let it do everything from blast rockets to snipe), you're behind enemy lines in the Clone Wars. The entire game is played through a minimalist visor view that tells you everything without yanking you from the game world. In the early builds we've played, the controls are smooth and the atmosphere feels right.

More important, though, are your squadmates. They stick up on doors to breach, take up sniper positions, and man turrets—all at your command through an easy contextual system. A hologram of what you want the troopers to do illuminates in-game. It's still too soon to tell but what will make or break this game is the A.I. of your team. Will they follow commands intelligently or just run into oncoming bullets? We're hoping for the best.

**Publisher:** Groove Games  
**Developer:** Digital Extremes  
**Release Date:** Spring 2005

---

**Pariah**

*For social lepers only!*

Digital Extremes, the talent behind the *Unreal* franchise, is deviating from pure multiplayer in its new sci-fi styled game, *Pariah*. As Dr. Jack Mason, you have crash-landed on the barren wasteland of Earth. You have 16 hours before a decontamination procedure destroys you and the other crash survivors. Gameplay will include vehicles, upgradeable modular weaponry, and such systems as learning A.I. and cost based healing, in which a serum injection boosts your health, but the longer you heal, the blurrier the screen gets and stays (for a while at least). *Pariah* is in mid-development, so lots can change, but we like the direction this game is taking.
Tribes: Vengeance
Up, up, and away

Buckle your seatbelts: Tribes: Vengeance, the newest entry into the fan-favorite Tribes franchise, is about to take off. Developer Irrational Games has taken up the torch to bring you the fifth entry in a classic series that began with 1994’s mech-combat game Metaltech: EarthSiege, evolved into StarSiege, and finally became Tribes.

But the name isn’t the only confusing part—an overly steep learning curve has always been the Tribes series’ greatest bottleneck, though it has also served to create a small but rabid cult following for fans that just can’t get enough of the fast-paced jetpack action. Irrational has built Vengeance from the ground up, crafting what promises to be a more intuitive interface in order to appeal to gamers on a much broader level. But can Tribes hang with the big egos? Vengeance is definitely throwing some distinctive elements into the mix—after all, not many FPS games give you the chance to fly around with jetpacks! Also, what we’ve seen of the environments so far indicates some very tight, creative level design that emphasizes the game’s “freedom of movement” mantra. Plenty of quirky multiplayer modes abound and should extend things beyond the same tired old deathmatch fare, making Vengeance as one of the up-and-coming multiplayer shooters to keep an eye on this year.

Quake 4

“Mum” has been the operative word since some Quake 4 art leaked out last year. In fact, Id has threatened to blacklist anybody who talks out of turn or blows information on any Id-engine-based game. You know, like how the game is a sequel to Quake II, not Quake III: Arena? Or how right now Raven is figuring out how to strike the balance between single- and multiplayer and whether it should incorporate vehicles, a branching story line, co-op play, and so on? Oups.

Tanks go vroom vroom!
Half-Life 2

Coming soon?

Publisher: Vivendi Universal
Developer: Valve
Release Date: Allegedly late summer 2004

The game nears completion—Valve promises. We had a chance to lay our hands on the game, and we've got to tell you, we're still excited to see the game box finally show up. But how long will it be before we see a Counter-Strike 2? And dare we mention Team Fortress 2?

Doom 3

Soon coming?

Publisher: Activision
Developer: Id Software
Release Date: Allegedly later summer 2004

The game that refuses to ship is on its way. Seriously. The developers swear, in fact, the absence of Id from this year's E3 means that it's in full-on crunch mode. Insiders say the perfectionists from Masquite, TX, are just putting on the final polish at this point. Don't be surprised if you see a review of the game in our next issue.
BACK TO SCHOOL!
Gear up for the year
Not sure which piece of hardware goes best with your games? We pick the best phones for your budget so that you don’t have to!

NOW PLAYING
› DRIVER: Better than the console versions? Check out our review of the mobile game.
› Football Season! Get down and dirty with NFL Football 2005 and Fox Sports Football ’05.

› DRIVER Souped-up and ready to drive!

CONNECT WITH OTHER WIRELESS GAMERS IN OUR 1UP MOBILE CLUBS
"The Zodiac is the Porsche of Palm-powered handhelds"
Laptop Magazine

eye candy

zodiac
mobile entertainment console

Play console-quality games

"This is mobile gaming like you've never seen it before."
PcGameworld.com

Listen to music

"We were impressed with the sound quality, which easily rivals that of today's best MP3 Players."
Laptop Magazine

View photos and videos

"We are hopelessly in lust with the Zodiac."
Popular Science

Synchronize with Microsoft® Outlook®

"Running with a PDA has never been cooler."
Stuff Magazine

check out the latest games at
www.tapwave.com
ESSENTIAL TOOLS FOR SCHOOL

Gear up for school with the best mobile phones for your game—all within your budget

LOW
LG VX6000
If you want a no-frills flip phone that has the power to play games, check out this stylish entry-level LG. A surprising choice with a decent camera but no Bluetooth, this LG boasts slick design, a good color screen, and a pleasantly compact size, all of which make the LG a fine and affordable starting point.
$20-$60 with activation
Available on Verizon

Runner-up:
Sony Ericsson T616
A Swiss Army knife among phones, this Sony Ericsson is cute and pocket sized. Don’t let that fool you, though. It packs a full feature list into that tiny package, including infrared, Bluetooth, a camera, and one bright color screen (though it has a tendency to smudge too easily). Games that make use of the numeric keypad fare better than the ones that call upon the T616’s directional pad. Instead of a normal pad, this model features a little naggling thumbstick. It works great for navigating the unit’s colorful OS, but during the height of gaming, this little stick causes too many accidental presses.
$50-$100 with activation
Available on Cingular, T-Mobile

MID
N-Gage QD
Who would have ever thought that the much-maligned N-Gage would make its way on to a recommendation list? Among cell phones, the new N-Gage QD has a clear advantage for gaming, thanks to its shape and button design. The buttons are still hard and tiny, but the D-pad works much smoother than it did in the phone’s previous incarnation. The original N-Gage’s D-pad’s center-press button has been surgically removed, reinvented as a new button, making games and phone operation much easier.
Plus, you no longer have to open the phone just to swap a game; the QD adds an easy-to-access MMC panel on the outside of the phone. Most important, there’s no more side talking, which was only the most ill-conceived idea in all of cell-phone design-dom. The QD has lost the MP3 and radio functions, but they won’t be missed. Much changed, much evolved, the QD paves an optimistic future for cell-phone gaming.
$200 without service activation; estimated $100 with service activation
Available on Cingular, T-Mobile

HIGH
Sanyo SCP-5500
Sprint PCS is currently pushing two phones as the new multimedia poster children for its service—Sanyo’s SCP-5500 and Samsung’s SPH-A680. Both come loaded with bright screens and pack a decent CPU for gaming on the go. Sure, Samsung’s phone takes better pictures with its built-in digital camera, but this isn’t a beauty contest—we want to be able to play games. The SCP-5500 is tops because of its bigger screen (which lets you better see what’s going down) and a button layout that won’t induce carpal-tunnel syndrome inside of five seconds.
$349.99 without service activation; $199.99-$249.99 with activation
Available on Sprint

FUN FACT:
Gaming is the number one reason phone owners are considering purchasing a new phone. Sixty percent of people surveyed said it was their top reason.
—Ziff Davis Media Game Group Survey, June 2004
**DRIV3R R3VI3W**

**Better than the console game?**

Finally, a cell-phone game that actually lives up to its console counterpart (or in this case, perhaps exceeds it). **DRIV3R** has plenty of story, action, and missions for a portable game, let alone one on a cell phone. It comes complete with a full-length single-player mode and some driving minigames, creating a package that could keep you entertained for weeks—a rare case for mobile games.

In single-player mode, you are FBI agent Tanner. You go deep undercover to infiltrate a Miami gang profiting from stolen cars, and that's where the fun begins. What makes this game different from all other cell-phone titles is its **Grand Theft Auto** feel (the earlier **Grand Theft Auto** games, at least). Although you are in a car most of the time, there are a multitude of ways to use your vehicle. Missions include protecting a car, evading cops, and even crashing into enemies (these opportunities are also accessible in the minigames section). There are cities to explore, gangs to penetrate, and cars to steal. Yes, you can steal cars by blocking them and hopping in.

Another valuable feature is that your progress is always saved, making it easy for you to just flip the cell phone open and start playing from where you left off. This beats having to start over every time you've got to power down to pay attention to whatever it is your teacher or boss is spouting on about.

The only bone to be picked with **DRIV3R** is its poor assortment of vehicles. Your choices are a sedan, truck, motorcycle, or muscle car. Each comes in different colors, but that's about it. More car models from different decades and more color variations would be great, but of course, this isn't too big a deal, and it doesn't take away from the addictive nature of the game.

For those of you looking for a GTA-style experience on the go, **DRIV3R** likely won't disappoint.

**SCORE**

![9/10](image)

**CHAT CODES**

Did you know? By playing the mobile version of **DRIV3R**, you can obtain codes to unlock things in the console version of the game. Unlockables include access to different weapons, all cities and missions available, invincibility, and the freedom of not having the cops on your back.

---

**ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FOOTBALL?**

Can't get enough Madden or NFL2K in your life? Try tackling this season's mobile games

**FOX SPORTS FOOTBALL '05**
**PUBLISHER: SORRENT**

Sorrent's football game delivers the look and feel of a Fox Sports football broadcast right on your phone, with menus just like those on Sunday's matches—it even features Fox's NFL theme music! Beyond the flashy stuff, Fox Sports Football '05 has the largest playbook, with over 100 plays and dozens of formations based on down and yardage situations. There are also some NFL Street-style over-the-top moves, such as flaming smoke trails when you're powered up and special zoomed-in animated tackles. And for those competitive types, online score posting will be available.

**NFL FOOTBALL 2005**
**PUBLISHER: JAMDAT**

Fully licensed by the NFL, Jamdat's game offers all 32 NFL teams, players, and rosters, making it the most realistic football title on the mobile market. It also features gameplay more akin to what you're used to with console football games like Madden and NFL2K. Seasons are set up for seven or 16 games, so you can dictate how long you want to play. And for those players obsessed with stats, NFL 2005 keep close tabs on just about everything: passing yards, rushing yards, interceptions, tackles, total touchdowns, field goals, sacks, and more.

---

**MOBILE FANTASY FOOTBALL**

Your life as you know it will soon be over. Never mind checking your fantasy football stats on a PC, now you can play right on your phone in Fox Sports Fantasy Football from Sorrent. Featuring an easy-to-navigate interface and community-driven content, you'll be able to join leagues and compete on a weekly basis. For more info, visit our Fantasy Football club at wireless.1UP.com.

---

**With football season right around the corner, Sorrent and Jamdat are finalizing this year's installments in their flagship mobile football series for release this September. For those pizza fans too cheap to pay for the game, or perhaps too busy to cook a pizza, these two picks may be just what the doctor ordered. For info on how to get these or any of the games mentioned in this 1UP Wireless Guide, make sure you check out our expanded coverage at wireless.1UP.com.**

---

**Photographs by Matt Furtak, Ben Malta, and Gary Nix**
Reviews

Drenched in the honey of sweet, sweet love!

For dinner: barbecued seafood.

Rag-doll body physics make for some interesting shots.

An alert guard and a bright light is a recipe for thieving disaster.

Pick up and hide people in the shadows. Or toss them into un-ergonomic positions.

Thief: Deadly Shadows

Steal this game!

Publisher: Eidos
Developer: Ion Storm
Genre: Stealth-Action
ESRB Rating: M Required
Pentium 4 1.5 GHz, 256MB RAM, Pixel Shader 1.1 videocard, 3GB install
Recommended: Pentium 4 3GHz, 812MB RAM
Multiplayer: None
Ike a blackjack upside the head, we were initially knocked out by *Thief: Deadly Shadows*. It eased the pain that was *Deus Ex: Invisible War*. While *Thief* shares a game engine, stealth gameplay, and similar A.I. routines with *Deus Ex*, Ion Storm's medieval outing stole away our attention. The only downside: This game also shares the curse of being rushed out of the castle door.

**Third-story man**

Garrett's the hero's name, and the hero's his game. With his subtle manipulation of shadows, ability to move quietly, and quiver full of magical elemental arrows, this medieval klepto could make his way through Fort Knox without breaking a sweat. His former clan, the Keepers, has discovered that Garrett lies at the center of a great unfolding prophecy. Garrett must choose his alliances carefully as he unearths the game's increasingly grandiose plot.

The story starts out at a snail's pace, but once it finally picks up, it'll drive you on to the finish. It helps that this surreal medieval city is fleshed out through little injections of detail. For instance, inside various books lying about, you might find excerpts from Hammerite literature, a religion seemingly founded entirely upon hammering people to death. Hammer time!

The Hammerites are rivals of another cult, the Pagans. Deeper into the game, you can increase your standing with a cult by doing simple favors for it. With allied standing, these acolytes are more likely to give you a friendly hello than beat you dead when you venture into their territories within the central city.

A central hub city strings together all the different levels of the game. You'll have to work your way around this rather large burg to find your next heist to pull. Annoyingly, load screens separate each of the major parts of the city, while you wander around, you can pickpocket the random NPCs milling about.

**Shadow play**

Perhaps the greatest new design kick is the third-person viewpoint. Being able to see Garrett and the shadows he crawls through makes stealth easier, it also helps that the visuals are anchored by amazing lights and shadows. Details such as automatically switching to first person when you've drawn your bow maintain the immersion into character. *Thief* works so well in third-person mode that it makes you wonder why it wasn't offered earlier. First-person mode is still there for diehards.

From either perspective, the game is thick with tension, as the faint and not-so-faint sounds of enemies can be heard every inch of the way. "What's that?" a guard will wonder. "I heard something." While it might sound hokey, these "shout-outs" pull you into the game. Deeper in, enemies become increasingly complex and interesting, and their audio cues follow suit. For example, zombies eerily grunt out sounds instead of speaking. Then there are enemies who just come right out and kill other enemies, adding another layer of creepy believability.

**Tools of the trade**

Garrett has an arsenal of varied weapons to keep him hidden from his enemies. A water arrow can douse a torch or dissipate blood. A noisemaker arrow can distract a guard just long enough for Garrett to sneak past. But other than the arrows and enemy-stunning flashbangs, Garrett's tools don't seem as useful as they should be. For instance, take the climbing gloves. These gloves are poor replacements for the trick rope arrows from *Thief II*. The gloves won't let you climb from rooftop to rooftop—arbitrary invisible barriers impede your progress. Too often you might overthink and try to find some meticulous route via climbing when really, the solution is just to turn left at the door.

Why didn't Ion Storm create truly useful tools to reimagine the gameplay and level design? Are there tools that let you go back to previously burgled sections to reach some hidden area through a crazy new trick? Noo. Instead, you get practice locks to put in your apartment. Whoopee.

**Early parole**

This lack of innovation smacks of "not quite finished"—just like the cinematics. Most are beautifully done with a rich illustration style. And then there are some extremely out-of-place, low-detail ones. Last-minute filler? That's what I'm betting.

Sad, yes, but not as glaring a problem as a bug that resets the difficulty level of the game after saving. Most players probably won't even catch on to the problem, but fans who want a true challenge have to download the patch. Compared with network malfunctions and game-crashing bugs, the lack of a truly hard "difficult" setting is a lesser evil, but one that should have been hammered out before release nonetheless.

If there's one last problem to cite, it's how repetitive the game can be. Most of the game follows the hide-and-go-thief pattern. Despite the large arsenal, you will find yourself using just a few items. Then again, stealth is also the best part of the game. Lurking in the shadows, waiting as the enemy passes you by—it's during these quiet moments that the game shines.

**Verdict**

Thou shalt steal, for it is good.

*The light and shadow give a strong sense of weight and body to the characters.*
Besieger

In the immortal words of the Vikings: “ARRRR!”

Besieger, in the tradition of Conan movies, combines reality and fantasy. Vikings wage war on Cimmerians in a world of ogres, magic, and flying Viking ships (I bet ol’ Leif would have killed for one of those). The story? Korin (Conan?) goes off to find the sword of Crom (Krom?), and naughty sister Mara takes it as her cue to spin up the magic and conquer his kingdom. Enter Vikings, and let the mayhem ensue. That’s pretty much all you really need to know—or all you should want to know, because delving deeper into the gaping holes of this RTS’ plot would drive you insane.

Barbarians: the people-person’s conquerors
The game seems solid on the surface and has some nice innovations. For one, your population becomes your most important resource. You can draft all of those resource-gathering noobs into the military by walking them through the appropriate barracks for training as berserkers, spearmen, or other types of fighters. If you need a stronger infrastructure, you can discharge soldiers from the army by walking them back through the barracks.

Hero units, no big innovation, are present but can become liabilities. While some are almost too powerful, such as Chazimm, the centaur warrior who can run down and slice up whole groups of enemy warriors, others, such as Olga the Healer, are incredibly fragile and must be kept away from battles, making them also incredibly useless.

The AI tends to ride the short bus, especially in the pathfinding department. After I throw my men at an enemy fortress and breach the wall (which is rather fun, since the game includes siege towers and battering rams), they can’t seem to swarm through in that satisfying manner the hype on the game’s box led me to expect. In fact, half of them ended up scattered across the countryside, getting picked off by archers.

The terrain is where Besieger really shines. Fully rendered deformable and destructible landscapes make battles into a feast for the eyes. However, once you’ve gotten past the eye candy (which takes about five minutes), you find your enjoyment greatly diminished by the game’s flaws.

Camera ob-friggin-scura
The first level opens, and I place my hand on the keyboard to adjust the camera angle. Wait—did I say keyboard? Yes. Well, while the mouse would have made for a more intuitive interface, I hope that the keyboard controls are done well. No such luck. From there on, it’s no longer a battle of Vikings versus Cimmerians, but one of me versus the hideously inept camera controls. Thank Thor for the pause function. I suspect Primal

Hero units can be too powerful or so weak, they’re essentially useless.

Verdict ★★★★
Great if you like beautifully rendered landscapes, not so great if you like good AI and usable controls.
Singles: Flirt up Your Life!

And so we bid adieu to Western civilization...

If Eldos had been thinking, it wouldn’t have charged you $29.95 for this game up front. No, instead it would have collected it piecemeal, requiring you to plunk a greasy token into your PC every time a motorized screen crept down your monitor, concealing the not-quite-lit-illating spectacle beyond the foggy glass.

Seriously, what the hell is the rationalization for this downloadable game? Don’t the designers know that anyone with Internet access, $29.95 worth of credit card buying power, and a hankering to see boobies, schnorks, and pubic topiary might just have a few options that involve seeing actual real people showing off their boobies, schnorks, and pubic topiary? Never has Internet porn seemed so reputable.

The Sins

Singles is The Sims without all that pixelation during the naked parts—more Bob Nudie than Bob Newbie. You control the empty lives of two exaggeratedly anatomically correct polygonal models who go to work, cook food, take showers, and watch television. And, oh yeah, they sometimes get in bed and bump uglies. Sometimes the guy model stands behind the female model and polishes her insanely conical bosom. Singles lacks the charm, humor, design options, gameplay possibilities, storytelling, and enjoyment of The Sims, replacing these elements with sub-Three’s Company, sniggering double entendre, monstrous genitalia, and a personal sense of residual ick that the sturdiest psychic sponge cannot remove.

Both members of your breeding pair have needs you must work to fulfill. Exactly like The Sims, the ambulatory sex organs you manipulate in Singles have needs such as Hunger, Body, Fun, and Surroundings. Exactly unlike The Sims, they also have needs such as Romance, Relationship, and (drumroll, please) Sensuality. It’s that last one that tries so mightily and fails so utterly to bring the limp gameplay to life. Scores are accrued on a 10-point system for these last metrics, and as your characters’ comfort level with each other grows, new actions like “French Kiss” are unlocked until you hit the jackpot and the whole reason for purchasing this abomination: “Do the Wild Thing.” Never has the Wild Thing been less wild, with the characters not so much having sex with each other as they have sex on each other. It’s as mechanical and arousing as placing a blender on top of a food processor and turning them both on.

Characters don’t so much have sex with each other as they have sex on each other.

And after all that, the dirty parts are covered up by a strategically placed sheet.

Naked Lunch

So if the story stinks and the home improvement/decorating options are unwarranted and you really don’t have any control over meaningful game elements and the sextime is as unsettlingly unsexy as that scene in Auto Focus in which Greg Kinnear and Willem Dafoe do bad things to themselves at the same time and—ugh, never mind, anyway—where’s the appeal in this game? Is there any appeal?

Not really, though I kind of got a bassackwardly perturbed sense of pleasure by turning my roommates into devoted nudists who did everything naked together and then supplying my own dialogue: “What a delightful meal, Natasha.” “Why, thank you. Would you clean up while I defecate?” “I’d rather stand naked in the bathroom and talk about stamp collecting with you as you defecate, if that’s all right.” “Of course it is!”

But that’s about it. The bottom line is that Singles would be awful no matter what, but it compounds its awfulness by falling even to deliver what it promises. This putatively naughty game should come with fetish clothing options, dungeon equipment, and the option to call up a friend or five to join our hero and heroine in their erotic adventures, but it doesn’t. It’s sterile, soulless, and ultimately a tease that doesn’t come close to delivering.

What a yip. Robert Coffey

Verdict

Almost as sexy and entertaining as mashing a naked Barbie against a naked G.I. Joe. Almost.

Taking the concept of “plumber’s crack” to the limit, our heroine nakedly repairs a television with a hammer. Hope those sparks don’t bum.
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Novologic's Joint Operations: Typhoon Rising has been promoted as a Battlefield 1942/Vietnam killer. The game's box even features a quote from a rival gaming magazine that reads, "Why I may never play Battlefield 1942 again." So is Joint Ops better than the entire Battlefield series? Against the odds, in a lot of ways: Shyeh.

It's definitely bigger. The game supports up to 150 players at a time on maps that can span 50 square kilometers, which is 31 square miles for those of you who don't speak Canadian. Unless you're the type of person who has really advanced spatial visualization skills, it's hard to picture how big 50 square kilometers really is. It's huge. You could cram a couple of EverQuest expansions onto some of the maps.

Rumble in the jungle
The operations all take place in the jungles, villages, and small cities of modern-day Indonesia. The "joint" part comes from the fact that one team is a coalition of U.N. forces from countries such as the United States, Germany, Russia, and Australia, plus a few token hangers-on from places like France. The various military units all have access to the same equipment—they differ only in uniform and funny accent. The other team is populated by heavily tattooed Indonesian separatists.

With its tropical Southeast Asian setting, wide variety of vehicles, class-based player structure, and focus on a capture-and-hold-style gameplay, Joint Ops at first appears to be a reto Battlefield Vietnam knockoff. There are enough differences, however, to endow Joint Ops with its own unique character. Most noticeably, almost every design decision appears to have been made in an effort to promote the use of team tactics. For instance, the vehicle selection is heavily weighted toward helicopters, trucks, and boats whose primary use is transporting squads of soldiers. There are no tanks or planes at all, and no vehicles (other than one type of chopper) in which a single player can simultaneously drive and operate any of the mounted guns. A realistic, unforgiving
damage model and the often long, looong distances from respawn point back to the front combine to encourage movement in groups. A Rambo-style lone-wolf strategy generally guarantees that the game will be a long series of helicopter rides.

Friendly Skies
Speaking of which, the helicopter flight model is much simpler than Battlefield Vietnam’s. Choppers are effortlessly stable in the air and can bounce off pretty much anything without sustaining damage, making them almost impossible to crash. While this removes some of the satisfaction of mastering the controls, it also means you can hop into any waiting chopper secure in the knowledge that it’s not going to fly 20 yards, flip over, and drop into a rice paddy. This wise design choice makes it easier to trust your teammates.

Thanks largely to its gigantic maps, the game also manages to rehabilitate Battlefield’s mostly useless (and unused) medic class. In Joint Ops, medics are crucial to a team’s success. Even this early in the game’s life cycle, players have already realized this fact, and the medic is one of the most popular classes.

Rather than implement Battlefield’s free-for-all capture-and-hold game, in which every capture point is available at all times, Joint Ops utilizes something like Unreal Tournament’s onslaught model, where only a few capture points are available at any given moment. This again inspires teamwork, since it’s generally clear where people need to go.

In theory, this focus on teamwork is a swell idea. In practice, Nivalogic may have been a little too optimistic about the amount of teamwork that’s likely to spontaneously emerge in 150-person Internet pickup games. An enjoyable round of Joint Ops is often dependent on how willing the players are to work together. The Battlefields are a lot more fault-tolerant in the face of massive disorganization. When it all comes together, though, Joint Ops is a great game that offers a solid combat experience on a scale far beyond anything in the Battlefields series. And really, it’s hard to blame the developers just because a lot of people are morons. Still, maybe they can fix that in the sequel. ☮ Erik Wolpaw

Verdict  ★★★★★
If you get lucky, it’s better than Battlefield.

When it all comes together, Joint Ops is a great game that offers a solid combat experience on a scale far beyond anything in the Battlefields series.
Kuma\War

Kuma\War is a first-person shooter that is available for free download but requires a $9.99 monthly subscription after the seven-day trial period expires. For your subscription, you get access to new content in the form of downloadable missions. All of these missions are based on real-world situations from Iraq and Afghanistan, and each one is prefaced by a video background briefing that does a nice job of setting the stage and makes you eager to jump in and play. Which is where the problems start.

What Kuma\War demonstrates is simply what hex-based war gamers have known for years: Just because something is historically and technically accurate doesn't mean it's fun. Actually, I'm kidding—while this statement is true, Kuma\War doesn't prove it. Because the game isn't a good simulation, either.

The graphics engine has a lot of problems, from simply looking bad to not being able to detect collisions well. Dead bodies are routinely clipped by walls, and you often get hung up on corners, debris, or other soldiers. The A.I. is awful, with enemies taking pot shots at you one second, then going back to guarding the door they are covering while you walk in another door 10 feet away and shoot them. At other times, they just madly chase you until you kill them. Friendly A.I. is just as bad: Your squadmates are often unable to navigate narrow hallways due to the aforementioned obstacles, or even to follow you without repeated instructions to do so. The ability to jump between controllable squad members shouldn't be a substitute for friendly A.I.

The fact that the missions are based on real-life intelligence doesn't mean that they are particularly interesting; in fact, they offer no tactical problems to solve other than picking off stationary enemies who seem to exist simply to give you something to shoot at. If actual terrorists behaved like this, the war in Iraq would be over tomorrow.

No matter how interesting the real-life situation is, the game manages to make it more boring than missions in most budget shooters. As the missions are all crippled by the numerous problems mentioned above, why pay for more of them each month? It's a great concept that needs a ton of design work.

**Verdict**

Good concept, lousy game.

---

**Shrek 2**

Nine-year-old Julian O'Neal talks about Shrek 2

Shrek 2 is fun and takes a lot of strategy. It's fun because there are a lot of different moves you can do like jump, attack, punch, double punch, and super punch. There are also nine different potions that you can use on your enemies to freeze them, make them sleep, shrink them, make them fall in love with you, make them stinky with a poison, or even turn them into frogs. In addition to all of those, you can even use potions on yourself that do things like make you stronger, turn you invisible, or shrink you.

I said that this game takes a lot of strategy because in some parts, like when you're Donkey and you have to escape from the prison, you might go in circles looking for a door when all you really have to do is jump off the step and land on the spider web.

**How does it look and feel?**

Shrek 2's characters look exactly the way they did in the movies. Let's first look at Shrek. He has the same dirty, cut-up shirt and the same brown pants like in the movie. Now let's look at Donkey. He is still a brown donkey. Fiona, Gingerbread Man, Geist, Gingerbread Man, Painchcio, the three little pigs, Prince Charming, Fairy Godmother, and the Big Bad Wolf are all in the game, and they all look exactly the way they did in the movie.

The controls in Shrek 2 are both easy and hard. Walking around and attacking are easy, but remembering which combinations make which potions—now that is hard! It would be easier if all the potions were listed across the top of the screen so that you could just click on them to use them. That would have made the controls easier to use.

**The ill-fated movie connection**

When compared to other games that are based on movies, Shrek 2 does a good job of staying with the main object of the movie. Like in Shrek, the video game also has to do things like save Princess Fiona from marrying Prince Charming, and on a hunt to find Fiona's father in the woods, the Prince sends Puss in Boots after you. In the Star Wars: The Clone Wars game, there are only a couple of parts from the movie.

With its realistic characters, good levels, and the strategy I had to use to finish this game, I'd give Shrek 2 3.5 stars. I would still recommend this game to my friends Henry Foster and Khalil Ronse, though. These kids know strategy: they're patient, and they are good videogamers.

**Verdict**

A good adaptation of the movie, but the controls could be easier.
Beverly Hills schlock

Calling *True Crime: Streets of L.A.* a tarted-up PlayStation 2 game is an insult to tarts. At least your average run-of-the-mill strumpet puts on some makeup and a push-up bra and tries to look good. The PC port of *True Crime* just rolls out of bed, finger-combs its hair, and ambles on over to the PC shelf. It doesn't help much that the original PS2/Xbox/GameCube release was a grating goulash of action-movie clichés, wooden dialogue, lame plotting, and game concepts we've seen done better many times.

Grand theft concept

Most reviews of the console version of *True Crime* trotted out *Grand Theft Auto* as the most obvious victim of developer Luxoflux's game-design carjacking, but its structure is actually closer to the far-superior *Mafia*. Both *True Crime* and *Mafia* offer detailed cityscapes that can be freely navigated in driving sequences, a character-driven plot advanced by driving to specific places and completing various goals, and a greater sense of interactive cinema than GTA. But where *Mafia* at least aspired to the style and elegance of Francis Ford Coppola, *True Crime* hovers somewhere around the *Police Academy* level, albeit lacking the grace and gravitas of Steve Guttenberg.

The plot and dialogue are just about the most unintentionally hilarious riff on the "loose cannon cop who gets things done" wheeze ever. Every single situation, line of dialogue, and character has been doled out to death. Most striking is the way these lines have been placed in the mouths of real actors such as Christopher Walken (sounding like a bad Christopher Walken impersonator), Gary Oldman, Michael Madsen, Ron Perlman, and other familiar faces. Rather than ennobling bad dialogue, the presence of good actors merely emphasizes its flaws. Weighing even more heavily on the game is the obnoxious lead character, Nick Kang, who mistakes arrogant rudeness for self-assured cockiness.

Alternating driving and fighting segments allow you to explore the city at will in between missions, answering police radio calls. The crimes you respond to are interesting but quickly begin to repeat. Points, which affect your good/bad cop standing and unlock skill upgrades, are awarded for apprehending a criminal and deducted for killing either criminals or civilians. This is done in a rather peculiar, capricious way, since apprehending a hot-rodder by firing several dozen shots into his car is considered A-OK by your superiors, as is the occasional kneecapping and vehicular assault.

Road worker

The heaviest rock around *True Crime's* neck, however, is control. The utter lack of external controller support is a wall-nigh-insurmountable flaw. It's mouse and keyboard or nothing, and the touchy driving sequences are simply untenable without a gamepad or joystick. Combat controls fare a little better. Using either autoaim or the optional mouse aiming for shooting is fairly easy, and the pretty satisfying hand-to-hand combat mode is probably *True Crime*’s strongest gameplay element.

Graphically, the game doesn’t quite measure up, since it looks like, well, a badly ported PS2 game with washed-out colors, graphical glitches, and only average textures and modeling. This, along with the appallingly bad driving sequences, horrible characters, plentiful clichés, and cringe-inducing dialogue, proves that unlike *Splinter Cell*, not all console/PC marriages are made in heaven.

**Verdict**

Three stars out of five

A cop-movie-cliché compendium with rotten controls.
**Perimeter**

Less than meets the eyes

Perimeter, the latest RTS from Codemasters, promised to be the next generation in the genre. In addition to the latest 3D graphics, it has an innovative combat system with transforming units and real-time terraforming. And though Perimeter delivers on all of these fronts, the final product so lacks coherence and fun that all the innovations are wasted.

There is only one resource to manage, and it isn't harvested. Instead, you build energy generators—the more you build, the more you have. These generators can also be used to form a "perimeter" that makes your base invincible to attack. The limiting factor is time and terrain. You have five worker units that can either be used as builders or terraformers. The terraformers can transform any part of the map into flat terrain on which you can build. Because of this, much of the lighting becomes positional warfare over these valuable plots of flat land instead of mines, as in other games. It would have been nice if the terrain had been used for more than buildings, but since your units can all fly or hover, it doesn't really play a part in combat.

In place of the mobs in other games, you build basic units that can then be transformed into more powerful units, including armor, artillery, and aircraft. The units are interesting but require too much micromanagement. Upgrades to your squads don't automatically create new units—instead, you have to order each transformation individually. You're also limited to only 250 basic units, which means you can have very few of the more advanced units. The lack of offensive units, reliance on transformed ground, and abundance of defensive weapons slow the game's pace severely, making you feel like you're fighting a futuristic version of World War I.

The 3D terrain and units are pretty, but the requirements are ridiculous: 3GB of disc space, a 64MB 3D card, and a DVD drive. Even if you meet the requirements, the game will probably run slowly on some missions unless you're willing to lower the graphical detail.

The developers get credit for trying something new, but the slow gameplay, some dull missions, nonsensical story, and annoying micromanagement make Perimeter unenjoyable. Maybe there's something to be said for the tried and true.

**Verdict**

The developers tried hard, but the final product just isn't fun.

---

**Revisionist History**

New info, old games

**America's Army: Special Forces**

For well over a year now, America's Army has simply set the bar for how a squad-based tac sim should play, and with the U.S. Army constantly improving the game with upgrades, engine tweaks, and new features, it's constantly raising that bar. Plus, it's free.

That bar gets bumped up yet again with America's Army: Special Forces 2.7 patch (code-named Downrange), which adds two new, high-speed, low-drag multiplayer missions, SF Arctic and SF Village. The map designs ooze intensity as Special Forces and its indigenous troopers secure convoys or weapons caches against OPFOR opponents. As a bonus, the SF Arctic map gives us a peek at the Army's new high-tech armored personnel carrier, known as the Stryker. It's only stationary, however, so players are limited to accessing the .50-cal machine-gun turret—they cannot move it on the map. But don't fret too much, because the Army plans to make the Stryker mobile eventually.

Downrange includes a plethora of other features, including the M136 AT-4 and RPG antitank weapons with adjustable 3D iron sights (so that you can take out the guy shooting you from the Stryker's turret), an online tournament mode, demo/kiosk mode for showing off your skills without going online, and a handful of engine tweaks, such as the Karma rag-doll character physics, terrain decals, lens-flare sun effects (which actually introduces another subset of TTP, or combat tactics, techniques, and procedures on terrain awareness), and in-game character weapon and class swaps. All told, this installment definitely takes online combat to a new level.

Die-hard tactical-combat gamers can download America's Army: Special Forces Downrange from www.americasarmy.com. Or you can visit your nearest U.S. Army recruiting office—just be very, very clear what you're really there for when you say, "I'm here for the Special Forces."
BACK TO SCHOOL

Forget about books and pencils—for gamers, going back to school means new toys

September means different things to different people. Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, is in September, and it’s also National Honey Month. But that doesn’t matter here. September reminds us of the joys of going to college, so this month’s Tech section is all about going back to school. If you’re short on space, then Toshiba’s Satellite P25-S670 media center laptop is a no-brainer. We also take a look at a $1,000 system from iBuypower and answer the question “What kind of gaming experience can you expect from a $1,000 machine?” So sit back, take notes, and get ready to tell mom and dad that you’ll be needing a few extra grand before you head out in the family station wagon.
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ZILLION FX

AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor with HyperTransport™ Technology
The ONLY Windows-compatible 64-bit PC processor
- up to 1600MHz system bus
- CoolnQuiet™ Gaming Case
- 612MB DDR400 Memory
- Serial-ATA 160/50 7200RPM Hard Drive w/ 8MB Cache
- 16x DVD-ROM Drive
- 12x DVD±RW Drive & 1.44MB Floppy Drive
- Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem
- nVidia® GeForce™ 5800 Ultra 256MB DDR AGP 6X Video Card
- 5.1 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound
- 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet LAN
- Creative Cambridge Desk Top Theater 5.1 SS60 Surround Sound Speakers
- 19" ViewSonic® Perfectflat E900+2S .21H mm Monitor
- Microsoft® OptiPoint 4-Button IntelliMouse Explorer
- Multimedia Keyboard
- Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
- Free Norton AntiVirus™ 2004 CD
- Free 1-Year 24/7 i-Care Deluxe Technical Support
  + On-Site Service

$ 1729

iBUYPOWER.COM

GAMER FX

AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor with HyperTransport™ Technology
The ONLY Windows-compatible 64-bit PC processor
- up to 1600MHz system bus
- CoolnQuiet™ Gaming Case
- 612MB DDR400 Memory
- 160GB 7200RPM Hard Drive
- 16x DVD-ROM: 52x/24x/52 CD-RW
- Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem
- nVidia® GeForce™ 5800 Ultra 128MB DDR AGP 6X Video Card
- 5.1 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound
- 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet LAN
- 600Watt Surround Sound Speakers
- Multimedia Keyboard & Optical Mouse
- Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
- Free 1-Year 24/7 i-Care Deluxe Technical Support
  + On-Site Service

$ 1059

NIGHT DREAMER FX

AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor with HyperTransport™ Technology
The ONLY Windows-compatible 64-bit PC processor
- up to 1600MHz system bus
- CoolnQuiet™ Aluminum 8-Bar Super Light Weight Tower Case with 420 Watt Power + See-Through Window + Sound Activated Neon Light
- 1024MB DDR400 Memory
- 160GB 7200RPM Hard Drive
- 12x DVD±RW Drive: 16x DVD-ROM Drive
- Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem
- ATI® RadeOn™ X800 Pro 256MB DDR AGP 6X Video Card
- 5.1 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound
- 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet LAN
- Logitech Z-640 5.1 Sound Speakers
- 19" ViewSonic® Perfectflat E900+2S .21H mm Monitor
- Microsoft® OptiPoint 4-Button IntelliMouse Explorer; Multimedia Keyboard
- Free 1-Year 24/7 i-Care Deluxe Technical Support + On-Site Service

$ 1659

AMD®, the AMD Arrow logo, AMD Athlon™, and combinations thereof are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. All prices effective as of Aug. 16, 2004.
BARGAIN 64

- AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor with HyperTransport™ Technology
  - The ONLY Windows-compatible 64-bit PC processor up to 1600MHz system bus
  - Rainslim® A268 Mid-Tower Case with 420 Watt Power
  - 512MB DDR400 Memory
  - 80GB 7200RPM Hard Drive
  - 16x DVD-ROM
  - Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem
  - ATI RADEON™ 9250 128MB DDR AGP BX Video Card
  - 5.1 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound
  - 10/100 Mbps Ethernet LAN
  - 600Watt Surround Sound Speakers
  - Microsoft® Mouse & Keyboard
  - Free 1-Year 24/7 i-Care Deluxe Technical Support + On-Site Service

$599

- Mobile AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor
  - 3400+ $729
  - 3200+ $69
  - 3000+ $619
  - 2800+ $599

TOLL FREE 888.462.3899

- Features HyperTransport™ technology for improved multitasking performance.

ASUS

- Picture Shows with Optional Sound: RV-6700XL 5.1 Gaming Speaker System

64 BEST BUY

- AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor with HyperTransport™ Technology
  - The ONLY Windows-compatible 64-bit PC processor up to 1600MHz system bus
  - NZXT Guardian MDD Tower Case with 420 Watt Power + Sea-Through Window + Sound-Activated Neon Light
  - 512MB DDR400 Memory
  - 80GB 7200RPM Hard Drive
  - 16x DVD-ROM & 52x2x21 CD-RW Combo Drive
  - Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem
  - NVIDIA GeForce™ MX 5200 128MB DDR AGP BX Video Card
  - 5.1 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound
  - 10/100 Mbps Ethernet LAN
  - 600Watt TUV Surround Sound Speakers
  - Optical Mouse & Multimedia Keyboard
  - Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
  - Free 1-Year 24/7 i-Care Deluxe Technical Support + On-Site Service

$749

- AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor
  - 3800+ $1319
  - 3500+ $979
  - 3400+ $879
  - 3200+ $809
  - 3000+ $759
  - 2800+ $749

BACK TO SCHOOL 64

- AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor with HyperTransport™ Technology
  - The ONLY Windows-compatible 64-bit PC processor up to 1600MHz system bus
  - NZXT Guardian MDD Tower Case with 420 Watt Power + See-Through Window + Sound-Activated Neon Light
  - 512MB DDR400 Memory
  - 80GB 7200RPM Hard Drive
  - 16x DVD-ROM & 52x2x21 CD-RW Combo Drive
  - Creative Labs 56K V.92 Fax Modem
  - ATI RADEON™ 9600XT 256MB DDR AGP BX Video Card
  - 5.1 Channel Surround 3D Premium Sound
  - 10/100 Mbps Ethernet LAN
  - 600Watt Surround Sound Speakers
  - Optical Mouse & Multimedia Keyboard
  - Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition
  - Free 1-Year 24/7 i-Care Deluxe Technical Support + On-Site Service

$899

- AMD Athlon™ 64 Processor
  - 3800+ $1479
  - 3500+ $1139
  - 3400+ $1039
  - 3200+ $969
  - 3000+ $919
  - 2800+ $899
THE ULTIMATE SWISS ARMY KNIFE

Toshiba’s latest Satellite is the perfect digital companion for the space conscious

Here’s the dilemma: You’re gonna spend the next couple of years in a cramped dorm room with another sweaty man. While this is the stuff that Jeff Green fantasizes about, the fact remains that space will be at a premium. You want to bring your homebrew gaming rig, television, TiVo, DVD player, and stereo system, but you don’t have the space. That’s where Toshiba’s Satellite P25-S670 media center “laptop” comes in. This thing is the ultimate Swiss Army knife.

This machine is so chock-full of features, we’re at a loss as to where to begin. As a gaming rig, the 128MB GeForce FX 5700 Go graphics card is powerful enough to handle damn near any game. We benchmarked it at 1024x768 with AA turned off and found that this baby is more than capable. Its 3DMark2003 (v.3.40) score of 2,992 is less than the 3,359 that the ATI Mobility Radeon 9700 Pro-equipped Dell Inspiron XPS scored, but this is certainly nothing to shake a stick at. That said, its 3DGameGauge 3.5 score of 50fps shows that this machine is no slouch when it comes to actual gameplay.

Of course, games tell only part of this machine’s story. The Satellite P25-S670 is, at its heart, a media center PC, and this is where the machine shines. The P25-S670 comes with a TV-tuner module that fits into one of the drive bays, which enables you to connect the laptop to either your satellite source or cable connection. I connected mine to my cable and recorded several Chappelle’s Show episodes (TiVo-style), as well as a few Giants games. Windows Media Center works like other DVR device. You configure Media Center for your particular broadcast situation and it goes online and downloads a program guide. Recording shows is then as simple as right-clicking on a show in the guide and choosing “record.”

While not terribly loud, the built-in Harman Kardon speakers do a good job. And that 17-inch screen was made for DVD playback. In a dorm or small apartment environment, the P25-S670 may be the only DVD player you’ll need. And that enormous 80GB hard drive should be big enough to hold all of your digital music. Of course, you may want to connect some beefier speakers to it.

When it comes down to it, $2,599 is a lot of money. But when you consider that it’s all for a PC, DVD player, and TiVo, it’s not bad. Anyone who picks up the P25-S670 will no doubt fall in love with it. Accolades aside, Alienware, Voodoo, and Dell are the outfits that currently offer graphics card upgrades for laptops, so whether or not the P25-S670 will be able to handle upcoming titles like Doom 3 and Half-Life 2 remains to be seen.

William O’Neal

SCORE: ★★★★★

Games tell only part of this machine’s story. The Satellite P25-S670 is, at its heart, a media center PC, and this is where the machine shines.
DELL'S PORTABLE GAMING WORKHORSE

While Toshiba's Satellite P25-S670 is a jack-of-all-trades, Dell's Inspiron XPS is a master of one: gaming. Dell crammed every high-end component imaginable into this behemoth, including an Intel 3.4GHz Pentium 4 CPU, 1GB of memory, a 60GB hard drive, a DVD multirdrive, and ATI's 128MB Mobility Radeon 9700 graphics card.

I tested the Inspiron XPS at 1024x768 without AA and our performance tests confirmed one thing—this laptop flies. Its 3DMark2003 (v.340) score of 3,356 at 1024x768 is more than 300 points faster than the 2,992 that the Toshiba achieved. Likewise, its 3DGameGauge 3.5 score of 57fps shows that this machine is more than capable for gaming. Hell, it even achieved relatively playable Halo and Splinter Cell framates of more than 30fps.

The Inspiron XPS isn't perfect. Many of the criticisms Loyd Case made when he reviewed the first XPS back in April are still true. The machine weighs in at more than 10 pounds, and it gets plenty hot. Furthermore, while the speakers do get loud (by laptop standards), the Harman Kardon speakers in the Toshiba sound better.

Similar to Alienware and Voodoo, Dell offers graphics card upgrades on this mobile unit. That feature, while rare, is an enormous bonus. Because this laptop has so much raw power, the ability to upgrade that Mobility Radeon when new parts become available means this machine has a much longer life span than past laptops. Hell, we even saw an Inspiron XPS running a 256MB version of ATI's X800 desktop processor.

If it's speed and upgradeability you need in your laptop, your choice is simple—you can't go wrong with Dell's Inspiron XPS. Thankfully, it also ships with a pretty comfortable backpack that'll save you on those long hauls.

CRITICS WILL NO DOUBT LAMBI
baste me for including a
aptop with Intel Extreme
Graphics in the hardware section of
a computer-gaming magazine. The fact
remains, however, that most "hard-
core" PC gamers have more than one
machine, so I see no reason why one
of those machines shouldn't be an
ultraportable laptop.

For students, an ultraportable machine is a no-brainer, and
Gateway's 200ARC is awesome.

Whether you're doing research in the library or writing a paper on the lawn, the 200ARC's light weight means that you won't have to spend any time in the health center getting
Vio coordinator for that sore back. In
addition to its low weight (a little
more than four pounds to be exact), we liked the built-in 802.11b/g support, which is super easy to connect to a wireless network. Furthermore, the fact that the DVD-R/RW/CD-RW drive is built in means you can easily burn and rip CDs or watch DVDs wherever you happen to be. And that
60GB hard drive means you won't run out of storage space anytime soon.

On the downside, we expected the
200ARC to have a longer battery
life—we never got more than two
hours out of our test unit.
Fortunately, the power brick is light
enough that lugging it around isn't a
hassle.

THE ULTIMATE SIDEKICK

Gateway's 200ARC is the
perfect educational companion.

MANUFACTURER: Gateway
PRICE: $2,225

SCORE: 5/5

William O'Neal
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- Provides leading-edge 32-bit performance for music, video, and games and is ready for future 64-bit software
- Improves security against certain types of viruses, with Enhanced Virus Protection for the upcoming Microsoft "Windows" XP SP2
- Conserves power and operates quietly with AMD Cool'n Quiet™ Technology

AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1699
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1495
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1193
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1095
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $955
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $899
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $845
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $820

AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1765
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1559
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1399
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1299
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1199
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1045
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $999
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $915

AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $2365
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $2155
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1955
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1829
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1799
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1649
AMD Athlon™ 64 FX-53 Processor $1599
AMD Athlon™ 64 3800+ Processor $1585

Picture shown w/ Optional Secure RW-670XL 2.1 Gaming Speakers System

CYBERPOWERING.COM
**PHAT PANEL**

Dell's dual-purpose LCD TV has us sprung

Putting a juicy 23-inch widescreen display right up in your grill will no doubt get your attention. Sexiness aside, however, Dell's W2300 LCD TV begs a couple of questions: Do you have enough room on your desktop, and is it worth all that money? The answers to those questions are "hopefully" and "that depends."

In addition to DVI and VGA inputs, it has a host of component, S-Video, and composite video inputs, as well as a cable tuner. But since this LCD panel serves double duty as an HDTV, it doesn't stand up to higher resolutions and higher refresh rates, so in-game performance was a concern. So what if it can show off Xbox games in 480p, 720p, and 1080i? We wanted to know if it could handle those marathon *Far Cry* sessions.

It worked quite well, actually, running a DVI connection between the W2300 and an Nvidia GeForce FX 5600 Ultra graphics card at a bright, clear 450 nits. So long as you can live with the widescreen gaming (1280x768 maximum resolution), this monitor won't let you down. Things looked a little fuzzy was during the initial setup, but a quick trip to Microsoft's ClearType tuner online calibration tool cleared things up in a flash. Any tweaks you want to make—whether in TV or PC mode—are easy to do through the user-friendly remote or the intelligently labeled buttons on the front panel. We didn't run into the ghosting often found in older monitors after base calibration.

The 20-watt speakers affixed to each side aren't a total embarrassment. Usually, audio is tack on as an afterthought. Here, the W2300 actually has crisp mid sounds and crunchworthy bass. The only thing missing is a headphone jack.

But do you really need all this? If you crave a big-ass monitor, don't have an HD set, or just want to sneak in a few rounds of *Chronicles of Riddick* on Xbox between downloads, we say go for it. And technically, the option to play Picture-on-Picture is there if you want it.

The pleasant surprise is that considering what you're getting, this display is a pretty good deal that delivers great performance without the premium price. Similar-sized, similar-performing hybrids are popping up in all sorts of places. The ever-so-stylish Sony panels do a passable job, and their competing 23-inch model sells for as much as $2,300 in stores. **Daren Gladstone**

---

**Since this LCD panel serves double duty as an HDTV, it doesn't stand up to higher resolutions and higher refresh rates, so in-game performance was a concern.**

**Score:** 5/5
GAMING ON A BUDGET

iBupower’s Back to School PC is a good place to start.

Asking iBupower to build a sub-$1,000 machine meant that corners had to be cut somewhere.

If the midrange PC roundup I did in June was an exercise in compromise, then asking iBupower to put together a machine for less than $1,000 takes the cake. The thing is, not everyone has thousands of dollars to spend on a gaming rig—especially if you’re a student on a budget. With that in mind, I told the guys at iBupower to put together a complete system—tower, monitor, and speakers—for less than $1,000, mostly because I wanted to see what we’d get. The results were interesting.

It should come as no surprise that iBupower’s Back to School machine wasn’t the fastest machine around. It arrived with a 1.6GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor, 512MB of PC3200 DDR400, an 80GB hard drive, 21 speakers, a 19-inch monitor, and Nvidia’s woefully underpowered 256MB GeForceFX 5700LE. Because my benchmarks are game related, the company’s decision to go with that graphics card seriously hampered the machine’s performance. I tested it at a series of resolutions with AA and AF turned off, and at 1024x768. Games were definitely playable, but the biggest dog, Halo, eked out only 21 frames per second at that resolution. The thing is, asking iBupower to build a sub-$1,000 machine meant that corners had to be cut somewhere. I just think that sacrificing graphics power was a mistake. Of course, since iBupower is a build-to-order outfit, you can easily make changes. For instance, I’d go with a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 processor and use that extra money to get a 128MB ATI Radeon 9600 XT graphics card. I’d also swap out that DVD+/-RW combo drive for either a standard DVD-ROM or CD-RW drive.

Given the constraints that I placed on it, iBupower put together a solid machine that, at its best, is a solid backbone for an even better gaming rig. A more robust graphics card will not doubt improve this machine’s gaming performance, and with a less-powerful CPU, you may still manage to squeeze in beneath the $1,000 limit. —William O’Neal

SCORE: ★★★★☆
AMD Athlon™ 64 Technology
- The only Windows®-compatible 64-bit processor
- Streamlines multitasking performance with HyperTransport™ technology, invented by AMD, which removes I/O bottlenecks, increases bandwidth and reduces latency
- Enhanced virus protection for the upcoming Microsoft® Windows® XP SP2
- Cool'n'Quiet™ technology offers performance-on-demand capability to reduce energy usage and enable a quiet environment for home computing

PC Game
Shellshock $37.99
Joint Operations: Typhoon Rising $37.99
EverQuest II New See Newegg.com for hot price
Full Spectrum Warrior See Newegg.com for hot price

Speakers
Logitech 5.1 THX Certified 7 Piece Speaker System $147.00

Memory
SimpleTech 612MB PC-3600 DDR See Newegg.com for hot price

Video Cards
eVGA nVIDIA GeForce FX5700 128MB AGP 8x $169.00
Sapphire ATI Radeon 9800 PRO 128MB AGP 8x OEM $205.00

Accessories
Logitech Blue Optical Mouse Optical PS/2/USB MX510 $49.00
Logitech Extreme PC Gaming Headset $23.00
GO GO GADGET!

CGW's resident gadget geek points out four top-notch gadgets that'll enhance anyone's collegiate experience

† URL: www.creative.com PRICE: $400
† NOMAD JUKEBOX ZEN XTRA
Don't get suckered into buying an iPod—it can't read half the file types the Zen Xtra (namely WMA) can. So what are you gonna do with the 60GB of space? Store your whole music collection and your buddy's in a flash, thanks to the USB 2.0 hookup. Then stash your homework and term papers with all the room left over.

† URL: www.samsung.com; www.sprintpcs.com PRICE: $300 ($150 with service commitment)
† SAMSUNG VM-A680
The Samsung VM-A680 is a multimedia workhorse that can do everything from watching television (streamed over the phone) and playing games to taking pictures or videos of the ladies in your chemistry class, which you can send to other Sprint PCS-enabled phones or simply e-mail. Hell, when you're done with all that, you can even call Mom and ask for more beer money.

† URL: www.sonystyle.com PRICE: $500
† SONY CLIE UX50
Notebooks are great, but even the thinnest and lightest ones are a pain in the ass to lug around campus. Ask Darren, the resident gadget dork—he swears by this one. It's got a sidekick-sized keyboard that can type up documents, built-in Wi-Fi for Web surfing in class, and a friggin' sweet design.

† URL: www.konicaminolta.us PRICE: $400 ($240 on Amazon)
† MINOLTA DIMAGE XG
We figure you'll want a good quality picture from a dedicated digicam that you can shove in your pocket. This guy is tiny, takes quality 3.2 megapixel pictures in a flash, and has a stylin' case that's water resistant. — Darren Gladstone

Where's Rodney Dangerfield when you need him?

When I was 18 years old and about to leave for UCSB in the fall of 1988, going "back to school" meant spending the summer working in the kitchen at the local Army Reserve base so that I could earn enough gas (and emergency maintenance) money to get my 10-year-old Dodge Colt "all the way" from Berkeley to Santa Barbara. Times were simpler. The dorm I moved into had arcade systems in the lounge, as well as pool and Ping-Pong tables. In other words, I didn't have to worry about whether my hand-me-down computer could play Doom 3 and Half-Life 2. I just needed enough quarters to play Xybots all night long.

What with change being the only constant in life, things are decidedly different these days. Now, kids have options that didn't exist for me. And with these options comes a ton of choices. Should you bring that enormous homebrew rig of yours with you? Maybe Mom and Dad have agreed to pony up some cash for a new laptop. If so, what kind should you get? Of course, the most important question is how good your school's broadband is. Besides learning, getting drunk, and figuring out how to uh, "get yourself to sleep" with someone else in the room, college is also about having fun. And what better way to do that than by messin' around with computers?

If you're a kid going away to school for the first time, good luck. When you get there, download a Xybots emulator, and maybe after failing your first few classes, you'll be well on your way to an illustrious career as a videogame journalist. — William O'Neal
THE PERFORMANCE AND SELECTION YOU DEMAND FROM FOXCONN!

925A01-8EKRS2

- Supports all Intel® Pentium® 4, Socket 775
- 800 MHz FSB processors, including Prescott
- Intel 925X Express + ICH6R
- Dual channel DDR2-400/667, 4 DIMMs
- 1 x PCI Express x16, 3 x PCI Express x1, 2 x PCI
- 4 x SATA/150 (w/ RAID), 1 x ATA/100
- Integrated 8-channel audio
- Integrated Gigabit Ethernet 10/100/1000 controller (Realtek)
- Integrated IEEE-1394 (rear + internal front header)
- Supports up to 8 USB ports
- ATX form factor
- Comprehensive software stack including Symantec’s Norton Internet Security 2004

K8S755A01-FRSG

- Supports AMD™ Athlon™ 64, Socket 754 processors
- SIS765 + 964
- Supports DDR266/333/400, 3 DIMMs
- 1 x AGP 8X, 5 x PCI
- 4 x SATA/150 (w/ RAID), 2 x ATA/133
- Integrated 6-channel audio
- Integrated Gigabit Ethernet 10/100/1000 controller (Realtek)
- Integrated IEEE-1394 (VIA, rear + front header)
- Supports up to 8 USB ports
- ATX form factor
- Comprehensive software stack including Symantec’s Norton Internet Security 2004

About Foxconn: “Foxconn” is a registered trade name of Hon Hai Precision Industry Company, Ltd., a Taiwanese company with major production facilities in mainland China. Hon Hai is a world leader in providing product and service solutions to the communications, consumer, and computer industries. With 2003 worldwide sales exceeding $10B USD, Hon Hai is the world leader in the production of computer connectors and enclosures (chassis). The company is also a leader in computer motherboards, producing more than 26 million in 2003 for the world’s leading names in personal computers and computer infrastructure products.

www.foxconnchannel.com

Loyd's
Cracked Case

School daze

The end of summer used to mean a return to the hallowed halls of academia, and tasks such as finding the right binders, pencils, books, a place to live, and clothes took precedence. These days, though, “back to school” often means, at its best, a brand-new PC—or if that’s not an option, at least some new upgrades for that old beater of yours. Of course, the PC landscape is now more complex than ever. Between Nvidia and ATI and Intel and AMD, there are more questions than answers. That said, whether you’re a parent looking to send the kids off with a technological advantage or a student who wants to be the hardware god of the dorms, this little primer can make this fall’s PC shopping a bit more comprehensible.

All aboard the PCI Express!
The biggest deal this year has got to be PCI Express: a new type of expansion card connection that will eventually replace the aging PCI bus. Where standard (or “conventional”) PCI’s maximum throughput was about 133MB/sec—no really good enough in today’s world of gigabit Ethernet, 7.1 audio, and HDTV tuner cards—PCI Express connections will boast roughly 2.5 gigabits per second of throughput.

PCI Express will also replace AGP as a graphics-card interconnect. While PCI Express connections can be designed to be single lane, which offers roughly 2.5 gigabits per second of throughput, graphics cards will be using a 16-lane PCI Express connection, which can deliver around four gigabytes per second. Of course, the graphics hardware will have to understand PCI Express, so if a graphics chip was originally built for AGP, then a PCI Express card will have a bridge chip to enable the graphics chip to work over PCI Express. Thankfully, native PCI Express GPUs are also available from both ATI and Nvidia.

Memory lane
With the advent of the new Intel chipsets comes a new type of memory. DDR2, DDR2 will be shipping in two flavors, DDR2/400 and DDR2/533. The 533 version is faster, clocking in at 266MHz. If you’re planning on acquiring a system for games or video editing, you owe it to yourself to spend a bit more for DDR2/533.

The biggest deal this year has got to be PCI Express: a new type of expansion card connection that will eventually replace the aging PCI bus.

AMD systems will still be supporting the older DDR memory for a while, but we’ll likely see DDR2 support in the future. Because the memory controller is built into the actual die of the Athlon 64, DDR2 support will probably require a new processor spin. So there you have it: if you’re looking to make some upgrades before returning to school, you’ll have some big decisions to make.  

Loyd Case
Inside

Well kids, we've thought long and hard about it, and as of next issue, the Check Out section is going to have a new look and some fresh content. You can look forward to a more concise Rewind 100, the return of Killer Rigs, and an all-new monthly community page, along with whatever wacky stuff we manage to throw in. Yay!
A-List

Our picks

You know, when we first started the A-List, we imagined it as a replacement for Killer Rigs, since Wil was getting sick and tired of running what essentially amounted to the same damn thing every month. So instead of Killer Rigs, we have A-List—which essentially amounts to the same damn thing every month. After this month, we’re going to compromise: You’ll be getting a condensed, rotating display of A-List goodies each month, as well as the frequently requested return of Killer Rigs for which Wil allegedly has some “good ideas.” So blame him if it sucks. Blaming Wil is fun for everyone!

Computers

One day, there’ll be computers the size of credit cards. Then you can play Doom II while you’re driving down the road, potentially setting ridiculous new precedents for videogame-related injury!

Intel-based System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUR PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710G Gamer</td>
<td>Gateway has found the sweet spot between being a major OEM and a boutique system maker. Its 710G Gamer uses the same parts the small guys use, and it is damn near as fast. This machine is so sweet, in fact, that it won last month’s desktop roundup. While it isn’t necessarily as “fast” as machines by Voodoo and Falcon, its 256MB Nvidia GeForce FX 5950 Ultra graphics card, combined with a bevy of awesome accessories, has us sold.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMD-based System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUR PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexx c355</td>
<td>While Gateway’s 710G Gamer is like the Swiss Army knife of computers, VoodooPC’s Hexx is an awesome balance of speed and style. AMD’s Athlon 64 3000+ CPU, in combination with a 256MB ATI Radeon 9800 XT graphics card and 1GB of Corsair memory, makes this rig plenty fast—but it’s the Hexx’s unique styling that really has us hooked. Who said PCs have to be ugly?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAN-boy rig

**PRODUCT**
- **OUR PICK**
  - FragBox Pro
  - $1795
  - Falcon Northwest

**WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT**
Dave Salvator doesn't like anything, which is why we were surprised that he wanted to give Falcon's FragBox Pro an Editors' Choice award. Of course, one look at the thing and you can see why it's so cool. Inside that little box lurks an Intel Pentium 4 2.80 GHz CPU, a 120GB hard drive, 1GB of memory, and a 256MB Nvidia GeForce FX 5950 Ultra graphics card. Not all small form-factor PCs can pack that kind of power, but Falcon worked some serious "cooling magic" to get all that to work together.

**PERIPHERALS**

Darren smashed at least one mouse into tiny pieces while he was playing *Unreal Tournament 2004* for review. Then he gave it five stars. Yeah, that Darren's a pretty weird guy.

**Speakers**

**PRODUCT**
- **HIGH-END PICK**
  - GigaWorks S750
  - $500
  - Creative Labs

**WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT**
While some may scoff at a 7.1 speaker setup, who would turn down 700 watts of awesome audio power? With two rear and two side satellites, the S750 will turn your home sound setup into a movie theater.

- **MIDRANGE PICK**
  - Z-5300
  - $200
  - Logitech

- **BUDGET PICK**
  - Z-3
  - $100
  - Logitech

Logitech's Z-5300 system earned an Editors' Choice award in our February issue. This setup boasts incredible power, quality, and bass, all at a decent price. Take note, though—these speakers lack digital inputs.

If you're on a budget, we suggest you forgo a cheap set of 4.1 or 5.1 speakers and opt for a good set of 2.1 speakers instead. Logitech's Z-3s sound great and look even better.

**Keyboard**

**PRODUCT**
- **WIRED PICK**
  - MultiMedia Keyboard
  - $30
  - Microsoft

**WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT**
You can't go wrong with this handy keyboard. The buttons at the top allow you to perform common functions like launching a Web browser, opening folders, and controlling multimedia apps such as Media Player.

- **WIRELESS PICK**
  - Wireless Optical Desktop Elite
  - $100
  - Microsoft

Microsoft's latest desktop set sports the company's new tilt-wheel technology that allows you to scroll horizontally through documents. The keyboard is highly customizable, and its cushioned palm rest is more comfortable than a standard plastic one.

**Gamepad**

**PRODUCT**
- **OUR PICK**
  - Dual Action USB
  - $320
  - Logitech

**WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT**
Ever since we put the Dual Action USB in the A-List, we've received complaints about it. Hey, it may look like a PS2 DualShock controller, but the fact is, if you're playing sports games on a PC, this is the pad to use.
A-LIST PERIPHERALS

Mouse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wired Pick</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellimouse Explorer 4.0</td>
<td>$50  Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wireless Pick</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellimouse Explorer 2.0</td>
<td>$60  Microsoft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microsoft's latest Intellimouse Explorer boasts the company's new tilt-wheel technology, but more important, it's very comfortable and rocks plenty of customizable buttons. It can also be connected to either a standard PS/2 port or a USB port.

Microsoft's Wireless Intellimouse Explorer 2.0 is essentially the wireless version of the Intellimouse Explorer 4.0. While it comes in several colors, we prefer the leather-bound version.

Headset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our Pick</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC155</td>
<td>$70  Sennheiser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not necessarily a radical change, the Sennheiser PC155 is more of an update to the company's PC150 headset that Darren Gladstone loves so much. That said, if you're playing any online games with voice support, you'll like the PC155.

Joystick

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our Pick</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme 3D Pro</td>
<td>$35  Logitech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While they aren't as popular as they once were, there are still some pretty good flight Sims out there. Whether you're a hardcore or casual flight-sim fan, Logitech's Extreme 3D Pro will help you get the job done.

Racing wheel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our Pick</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOMO Racing Wheel</td>
<td>$100  Logitech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entry-level MOMO wheel is an awesome peripheral. What's not to love about feeling like you're actually behind the wheel? It's just the kind of thing that'll get your motor in gear for some Need for Speed Underground.

DISPLAYS

Most people don't realize that regular televisions don't have nearly the same resolution as a nice PC monitor. Just one of the advantages we have over the console crowd....

CRT monitor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-End Pick</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-inch MultiSync FE210SB</td>
<td>$600  NEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Budget Pick</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-inch E90fb</td>
<td>$225  ViewSonic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When it comes to gaming, CRTs can't be beat—and NEC's MultiSync has been the favorite of many of the boutique system builders for years. With a huge viewable area and a great price, this is definitely a recommended buy.

For gamers on a budget, ViewSonic's 19-inch E90fb is a fantastic CRT display. While 14-inch monitors used to be entry-level displays, there's no reason to go below 19 inches with prices like this.
**LCD Monitor**

**Product**
- **High-End Pick**
  - UltraSharp 2001FP
  - $1,000
  - Dell
- **Budget Pick**
  - CML175B
  - $500
  - Hitachi

**Why You Should Buy It**
- Dell’s UltraSharp 2001FP is often packaged with the company’s XPS gaming system. With a slick design and a response time of 16ms, this display makes gaming a real treat. It also pivots 90 degrees for vertical document viewing.
- Hitachi's update to last year's CML174B model, the CML175B boasts a native resolution of 1280x1024 (great for gaming) and a 16ms response time. In other words, a great gaming LCD just got more...uh...greater(er).

---

**Components**

Back in the days of state-of-the-art 256-color graphics and silly MPC compatibility specs, a 1x CD-ROM drive cost upwards of $1,000. Now you can get a speedy DVD+RW for less than $100. Sheesh!

**Processor**

**Product**
- **High-End Pick**
  - Athlon 64 FX-53
  - $800
  - AMD
- **Budget Pick**
  - Pentium 4 2.8GHz
  - $200
  - Intel

**Why You Should Buy It**
- Among gaming processors, the Athlon 64 FX-53 is at the top of the heap. Even though the 64 bits aren't being exploited, the 32-bit applications run almost as fast as Darren can talk. We said almost.
- While the 2.6GHz Pentium 4 chip is not as king of the road as an 800MHz frontside-bus 3.4GHz model, it is still one zippy little core. Plus, with an Intel mobo, you'll be ready for the eventual upgrade.

**Motherboard**

**Product**
- **High-End Pick**
  - SK8V
  - $200
  - Asus
- **Budget Pick**
  - D875PBZ
  - $150
  - Intel

**Why You Should Buy It**
- Designed for AMD’s Athlon 64 FX line of processors, the SK8V sports the 64-bit chipset of choice—the VIA K8T800. This motherboard also boasts a 400MHz frontside bus, as well as support for DDR400 RAM.
- Intel’s D875PBZ isn’t so much “low end” as it is flexible. Constructed around the 875P chipset, it has built-in SATA RAID support and makes a great backbone for an affordable Pentium 4 system.

**Soundcard**

**Product**
- **Our Pick**
  - Audigy 2 ZS
  - $200
  - Creative Labs

**Why You Should Buy It**
- You haven't experienced surround until you've heard an awesome 7.1 system. In conjunction with Creative's GigaWorks 5750 7.1 speakers, the Audigy 2 ZS is awesome. Serious audiophiles can upgrade to the Platinum or Platinum Pro models for even more power.
# A-List Components

## Videocard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH-END PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256MB ATI Radeon X800 XT $500</td>
<td>While the debate continues to rage about who's got the top card, the fact remains that these cards are more similar than dissimilar as far as performance goes. However, with Nvidia's crazy power requirements, ATI gets the nod this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIDRANGE PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128MB Radeon 9600 XT $175</td>
<td>ATI's midrange part is plenty fast enough to handle any game you're currently playing. Sure, it may not be as fancy as a 256MB 9800 XT card, but it's definitely easier on the wallet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BUDGET PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256MB GeForce FX 5700LE $100</td>
<td>Don't expect to play your games at higher resolutions like 1600x1200. Nvidia's GeForce FX 5700LE is essentially just a way to get into the games. If you turn off effects like AA and AF, you'll be fine with this card.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Hard drive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH-END PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop 7k250 250GB $250</td>
<td>A single 250GB Hitachi Deskstar hard drive provides more than enough disk space for 99 percent of the world's population. If you're in that rare 1 percent that needs more, double them up for a monstrous RAID array.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BUDGET PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiamondMax Plus 9 80GB $150</td>
<td>At a little more than $1 per GB, Maxtor's 7,200 rpm DiamondMax Plus 9 80GB drive is a great option for a single-drive rig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Optical drive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH-END PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVR-A07U $200</td>
<td>This drive is not for the faint of heart—or light of wallet. Pioneer's latest combo drive does everything you need: You can create your own DVD movies, burn music CDs, or just back up your data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BUDGET PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDU621 16x DVD-ROM $30</td>
<td>Judging by the responses to our first-ever DVD, many of you have yet to adopt this technology. At around $30 for a basic 16x drive, there's no reason to wait—and Sony's 16x DVD-ROM is a great choice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOWER PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC-T01-ETC $150</td>
<td>Cooler Master's TAC-T01 is big, heavy, and not necessarily cheap, but it's a great case for building that rig of your dreams. It's solid and shiny, and there's a metal monolith inset on the case's face. What is that thing for, anyway?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALTERNATE-FORM PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN8SG4 $300</td>
<td>Shuttle's Nforce3 150-based setup is the perfect option for building an Athlon 64 FX-based shuttle box. The motherboard supports DDR400 and rocks Realtek's 6-channel audio. Plus, it's much more portable than a bulky tower.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

98 COMPUTER GAMING WORLD
# MOBILITY

With blocky, 17-year-old games like *Final Fantasy I* available for cell phones, who cares about stuff like *Painkiller* and *City of Heroes*? Oh, that's right—the discerning public.

## Laptop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH-END PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Satellite P25-S670 Media Center laptop</em></td>
<td>Toshiba's Satellite P25-S670 Media Center laptop is the ultimate jack-of-all-trades. Is it a TiVo? Yes. Is it a gaming laptop? Yes. Is it a DVD player? Yes. While it’s not as fast as Dell’s Inspiron XPS, the Satellite P25-S670 is just plain cool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BUDGET PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>eMachines M6807</em></td>
<td>eMachines’ M6807 ships with a 64MB ATI Mobility Radeon 9600 (M10) graphics chip, but in many tests, it outperforms machines with 128MB graphics options. That said, at only $1,549, you'll be damned happy with this Athlon 64-based laptop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>200ARC</em></td>
<td>With its lightweight and built-in 802.11b/g wireless capabilities, we're in love with Gateway's 200ARC. Add the built-in DVD multi drive into the mix and this baby is the ultimate road warrior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Phone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FLIP-PHONE PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>V660</em></td>
<td>Of the current crop of gaming-enabled phones, this one is the slickest, most game friendly of the bunch. With the addition of the $39 PCS Game Pad (a GBA-like docking station), it’s much easier to control the action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NON-FLIP-PHONE PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>3660</em></td>
<td>Thanks to a new federal policy that allows you to keep your phone number when switching cell providers, negotiating and planning a really good deal on a phone is much easier. For a normal-sized phone, this model works great.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PALM OS PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Zodiac 2</em></td>
<td>For the moment, you aren't gonna find another PDA with this kind of juice for the price that Tapwave is asking. With it, you can bust out some games in <em>Tony Hawk</em>, juggle your contact manager (yay!), listen to music, and watch <em>The Simpsons</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POCKETPC OS PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>e805</em></td>
<td>This PDA sits at the top of Toshiba’s food chain. It's built especially for the power-hungry PocketPC user, and its bells and whistles for surpass the 400MHz processor and 128MB of free RAM. What better way to run MAME and countless games?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Gadget

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
<th>WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUR PICK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>DSC-T1 Cyber-shot</em></td>
<td>Holy crap! Your wallet is probably bigger than this 5-megapixel digital camera. Sony's DSC-T1 is tiny, but it has a large LCD screen and 3x optical zoom. Poor battery life is the only price you'll be paying for high style.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rewind 100

What should you play today? Names in red indicate Editors' Choice games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>VERDICT</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Across the Desper</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>An unimpeached, single-episode</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America's Army</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>Special Forces is the tactical—</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America's Army</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>A straight-shot with great cut-</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle Engine Aquila</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>Gorgous and fun Mediterranean-</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battlefield Vietnam</td>
<td>6/04</td>
<td>Skin, tougher, and prettier</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Beyond Divinity</td>
<td>8/04</td>
<td>Disappointing graphics, weak</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Good &amp; Evil</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>Gorgeous, stylish, and wholly</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Hawk Down:</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>An entertaining adventure that</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomb Sabre</td>
<td></td>
<td>is the single—</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Black Mirror</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>The Black Mirror's artistic</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black and Sword</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>A love story done in a four—</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bread</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>The bread finds the planet?</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken Sword 3:</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Gunman's Tombolovely breaks out</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sleeping Dragon</td>
<td></td>
<td>of the box but still a little too much</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrity Bigfoot</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Save your money by just</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>VERDICT</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chaos Legion</td>
<td>8/04</td>
<td>Capcom's array of fine survival-</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>A stunning sci-fi/Pg—</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Heroes</td>
<td>6/04</td>
<td>I hate RPGs—but love City of Heroes</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilization IV</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>An incredibly refined new version</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command &amp; Conquer</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>Maybe the toughest game ever, and not in a good way</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict: Desert Storm II—Back to</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>At times amusing, but not quite all it can be</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conspiracies</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>Cheaper than the recent Greek flicks</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTRAND J.A.C.K.</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>No franchise shiny forever—</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our Favorite Shooters

- **Painkiller**
  - This unassuming game slipped under the radar, then jumped up and kicked all our asses when we weren't looking—that's how good it is. Reviewer Tom Chick would've given it 27 stars if we'd let him.

- **Half-Life**
  - What does Jeff Green think of Half-Life? When asked about it, he had this to say: "We gave it five stars! FIVE STARS!" Then he ran down the hall screaming something about aliens. Yeah, Jeff likes his Half-Life.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>VERDICT</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counter-Strike: Condition Zero</td>
<td>8/04</td>
<td>This game was great when it was free. For $40, it's just good!</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crusader Kings</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>Very good game, but too unlikely even for seasoned players</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Key 2: The Far Realm</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>A stunning example of why adventure games aren't as popular as they once were</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI: Crime Scene Investigation—Burk Motives</td>
<td>9/04</td>
<td>Fun if you're already a fan of the series</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Age of Camelot: Trials of Atlantis</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Good expansion for veteran players, not much for new players</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Man's Hand</td>
<td>9/04</td>
<td>A fine card game</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead to Rights</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>This isn't half of an age, but rather, a repetitive shooter was killed in the first level!</td>
<td>2/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Sands vs. Alkha Corps</td>
<td>7/04</td>
<td>A good historical RTS, despite flawed graphics and some repetitive play</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deus Ex 2: Invisible War</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>The sequel to Deus Ex is both dumbed down and smarted up</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungeons II</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>The most enjoyable of any 4K game at all of the time</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungeon Siege: Legends of Aria</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Good stuff for fans of the original</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empires: Dawn of the Modern Age</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>An extra entry into the burgeoning historical strategy genre</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fera 2004</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>This might be a rough console port, but it's still the best soccer game on any platform!</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Fantasy XI</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>A rock-solid RPG with one of the most memorable stories</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Fantasy XIII</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>It's better than Final Fantasy XI</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gangland</td>
<td>6/04</td>
<td>A disappointment and potential, but the result of unmanageable action makes it hard to enjoy</td>
<td>2/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gothic II</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Better than the first, but still a little too mature and foreign to be a classic!</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden &amp; Dangerous 2</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>A really good game hampered by the same perks as the original Gothic II</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimdomain: Continents</td>
<td>8/04</td>
<td>It's a flashback expansion pack that could be better with more</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeworld 2</td>
<td>12/03</td>
<td>It's an expansion, but it's not even a new world!</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon: Empire of Ishtar</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>More of the same, with dragons</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack the Ripper</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>A good Ripper story based on true events and a bad ending</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Jeff's Picks**

**World of Warcraft**

I know, I know, I should probably shut up about World of Warcraft already. I'm trying—if for no other reason than to stop looking like Blizzard's bee-yotch—but this game has me totally hooked. Wanna buy some leather armor?

**Splinter Cell: Pandora Tomorrow**

The Clancy games have always been too technofetishistic for me. I prefer games with fireballs! But I loved Splinter Cell, and the sequel is equally outstanding. Great level design, awesome graphics, and fun missions have made this my default single-player game this month.

**Yahoo! Cabbage**

What can I say? Sometimes it's just the little things. Besides, my ego demands that I beat morons online after enduring the constant humiliation of losing to my 10-year-old daughter when we play at home.

**Quake II**

Larger levels, mission-based gameplay, tricky A.I., and kick-ass multiplayer all combined to make this one of the best FPS games of its time. Not to mention it looked and sounded pretty damn nice.

**Wolfenstein 3D**

Before Half-Life, before Doom, this game started it all—a 256-color romp through a weapon-filled, Nazi-infested castle. Maybe not the most complex plot in the world, but hey, who cares as long as we can shoot stuff?
**Bad Box Art**

Bad ideas gone worse.

**King’s Quest 5**
This game pioneered new cutting-edge technology such as VGA graphics and CD-ROM drives. It also had, in our opinion, one of the worst box covers in Sierra’s history. What’s up with that kid and his dog? We don’t remember that being in the game.

**Virtual Resort: Spring Break**
A lot of the Tycoon-type games really deserve to be here, but none more than Virtual Resort: Spring Break. As crazy as it may sound, drawing a bunch of deformed 50-year-old Price is Right models on your box isn’t the best way to catch the consumer’s eye.

**Ripper**
When you sit down and think about it, Take-Two’s freaky-deaky horror adventure game had one ugly box. It’s also just a pretty bad game in general, though it does feature the voice talent of Christopher Walken. Funny guy, that Christopher Walken.

**Crapshoots**

**Breed**
This game is so bad, they couldn’t even release the developer’s original version. Or maybe that’s why it’s so bad. We don’t have a straight answer on that one. Either way, *Breed* is just plain garbage.

**Terminator 3: War of the Machines**
I AM AHOLD. I WILL CRUSH AND DESTROY AND TERMINATE AND GOVERNATE! To put it in the words of one Wil O’Neal, who had to suffer through this atrocity, “This game sucks.”

**Check Out**

**GAME** | **ISSUE** | **VERDICT** | **SCORE**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Jetfighter V | 2/04 | A rare combination of frustration and boredom | ★★★★☆
Judge Dredd: Dredd Versus Death | 2/04 | Dredd’s full of wunderweirdness | ★★★★☆
Killer: Forgotten Conflict | 4/04 | A neat attempt at a Commandos clone in a 3D setting, with horrible AI. | ★★★★☆
Knights of the Old Republic | 2/04 | A faithful adaptation from Bioware. Easily the best RPG of the year and possibly the best Star Wars game ever made | ★★★★☆

---

**GAME** | **ISSUE** | **VERDICT** | **SCORE**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Neverwinter Nights: Heroes of the Underdark | 3/04 | A five-star expansion sadly undone by bugs | ★★★★☆
Nightshade | 2/04 | Well, at least it sounds spooky | ★★★★☆
Once Upon a Knight | 2/04 | A decent-enough RISported down by a time trap and the mandatory battle that robs it of armor. | ★★★★☆
One Heat: Battlefields | 4/04 | If you’re into third-person fighting games with robots, knock yourself out | ★★★★☆

---

**GAME** | **ISSUE** | **VERDICT** | **SCORE**
Pac-Man | 7/04 | Downright | ★★★★☆
Pac-Man | 2/04 | Little more than a glorified Pac-Man rip-off | ★★★★☆
Pac-Man | 5/04 | A decent primer for eaten Pac-Man | ★★★★☆
PlanetSide: Core Combat | 2/04 | A decent idea at its core, but not worth the price | ★★★★☆
Railroad Tycoon 3 | 2/04 | You don’t have to love trains to enjoy the historical and economic challenges here—but a little bit of love won’t hurt | ★★★★☆
Rainbow Six: Athens Sword | 6/04 | There’s no excuse for this game to have the same story bugs and lame A.I. that plagued the original | ★★★★☆
Rise of Nations: Thrones & Patriots | 3/04 | Almost perfect...and then it crashes | ★★★★☆

---

**GAME** | **ISSUE** | **VERDICT** | **SCORE**
Categorized by: The Chaotic Chronicle | 8/04 | A living version of Lineage | ★★★★☆
Lock-and-Load Air Combat | 8/04 | A solid effort by a stellar team, even without the dynamic air combat | ★★★★☆
Lord of EverQuest | 6/04 | A fairly decent attempt at capturing the dynamics of a real-life and strategy game | ★★★★☆
Lord of the Rings | 2/04 | A clumsy, science-minded combo of real-time strategy, and good design | ★★★★☆
The Return of the King | 2/04 | Check your brain at the door for this sound-trimming, good-designing good time | ★★★★☆
Magic: The Gathering – Battlepaths | 2/04 | A pretty good game in which you don’t fight and don’t use cards. Fun times | ★★★★☆
Manhunt | 2/04 | Lots of gore; little innovation | ★★★★☆
Midnight Northwest | 2/04 | Horrible humor with a zero for a hero | ★★★★☆
MVP Baseball 2004 | 6/04 | A good game that could be better if, for example, fun isn’t on the radar | ★★★★☆
Mysteries: Journey II | 2/04 | For puzzle players who like pretty pictures, too | ★★★★☆
NASCAR Thunder 2004 | 2/04 | Not bad, but we expected more | ★★★★☆
NBA Live 2004 | 9/04 | One of the best 5-on-5 games for any platform | ★★★★☆
Need for Speed Underground | 3/04 | Racing doesn’t get much better—unless you’re in a mall car | ★★★★☆
Rise of the Roman Empire | 7/04 | Possibly interesting to role-players, history buffs, and those into RTS games | ★★★★☆

---

**GAME** | **ISSUE** | **VERDICT** | **SCORE**
Categorized by: The Chaotic Chronicle | 8/04 | A living version of Lineage | ★★★★☆
Lock-and-Load Air Combat | 8/04 | A solid effort by a stellar team, even without the dynamic air combat | ★★★★☆
Lord of EverQuest | 6/04 | A fairly decent attempt at capturing the dynamics of a real-life and strategy game | ★★★★☆
Lord of the Rings | 2/04 | A clumsy, science-minded combo of real-time strategy, and good design | ★★★★☆
The Return of the King | 2/04 | Check your brain at the door for this sound-trimming, good-designing good time | ★★★★☆
Magic: The Gathering – Battlepaths | 2/04 | A pretty good game in which you don’t fight and don’t use cards. Fun times | ★★★★☆
Manhunt | 2/04 | Lots of gore; little innovation | ★★★★☆
Midnight Northwest | 2/04 | Horrible humor with a zero for a hero | ★★★★☆
MVP Baseball 2004 | 6/04 | A good game that could be better if, for example, fun isn’t on the radar | ★★★★☆
Mysteries: Journey II | 2/04 | For puzzle players who like pretty pictures, too | ★★★★☆
NASCAR Thunder 2004 | 2/04 | Not bad, but we expected more | ★★★★☆
NBA Live 2004 | 9/04 | One of the best 5-on-5 games for any platform | ★★★★☆
Need for Speed Underground | 3/04 | Racing doesn’t get much better—unless you’re in a mall car | ★★★★☆
Rise of the Roman Empire | 7/04 | Possibly interesting to role-players, history buffs, and those into RTS games | ★★★★☆
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAME</th>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>VERDICT</th>
<th>SCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadowbane:</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>A stripped-down, bare-bones game that's barely enough to satisfy true</td>
<td>★★★★☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise of Chaos</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shadowbanites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Hill 3</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>In S Silent Hill 3, the only things that go bump in the night are silly</td>
<td>★☆☆☆☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>monsters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Storm</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>Like a gorgeous Wii mod to the revered X-COM. Highly recommended</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: Splinter</td>
<td>6/04</td>
<td>A fun and a-halftime game riddled with too many critical bugs</td>
<td>★☆☆☆☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Pandora</td>
<td></td>
<td>Necessitate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reshadow</td>
<td>6/04</td>
<td>Better than G-Combat, but the arcade version is better than Leisure</td>
<td>★★★☆☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Chamber</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>Original, fast, competitive, and free to try. What's the point of this?</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Fury</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Open-ended and flexible without being too complex</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkey &amp; Hoth</td>
<td>1/04</td>
<td>The best game in the series continues with this new game from a</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>quirky studio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvanian II</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>Generally amusing, but the pedestrian gameplay still leaves the fans</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>Not as bad as you'd imagine—</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminator 3:</td>
<td>4/04</td>
<td>War of the Machines</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hobbit</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Standard, fun fare, lightly Tolkien-flavored</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Simpsons:</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>The best game in the series continues with this new game from a</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hit &amp; Run</td>
<td></td>
<td>quirky studio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle for</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>The best game in the series continues with this new game from a</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Championship</td>
<td></td>
<td>quirky studio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowling</td>
<td>5/04</td>
<td>The best game in the series continues with this new game from a</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Thrones</td>
<td>6/04</td>
<td>It gets an extra half point for the low price</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreal</td>
<td>6/04</td>
<td>Tournament 2004</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreal: Ages Beyond Myst</td>
<td>2/04</td>
<td>Some good puzzles, some bad action, no story, lots of familiar elements</td>
<td>★☆☆☆☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>maybe the eventual online content can make it more compelling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guage: Jack</td>
<td>8/04</td>
<td>Like mayonnaise just starting to go bad. War Times is blindly bad</td>
<td>★☆☆☆☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warhammer:</td>
<td>3/04</td>
<td>The best game in the series continues with this new game from a</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000: The War</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warhammer: War of the Races</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: War Times</td>
<td>8/04</td>
<td>The best game in the series continues with this new game from a</td>
<td>★★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>quirky studio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ninjas Kick Ass**

Ninjas flip out ALL the time

**Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles**
The fans are divided on whether the new Ninja Turtles cartoons are any good. They're closer in tone to the original comics, so we like 'em. Unfortunately, the spin-off game is a tedious button-mashing snoreset. What kind of ninja mashers buttons? The turtle kind, apparently.

**I-Ninja**

Yeah, so apparently this game only came out for the PC in Europe. It's all about a crazy little ninja flipping out and killing robots with swords, rocket launchers, and guided missiles—you know, all the cool weapons that real ninjas use.

**Shadow Warrior**

What's with all these ninjas using guns? Don't these guys watch movies? This old 3D Realms game uses the Duke Nukem engine and follows the adventures of a broken English-speaking, gun-toting ninja assassin named Lo Wang.

**Contract J.A.C.K.**

This prequel to No One Lives Forever 2 is an uninspired shooter that amounts to a battle more than a black sheep in the otherwise respectable NOLF family. Its subtitle, Just Another Contract Killer, sums it up nicely.

**Gods and Generals**

N/A

Based on the movie of the same name, this game (if you can call it that) is so god-awful we didn't even dignify it with a review. If you're into budget-priced pieces of crap, you'd be hard-pressed to do worse.
Tom vs. Bruce
Two gamers enter, one gamer wins

Warlords Battlecry III
Can Bruce fend off Tom's Hot Elf? Will Tom be late for his date? Answers below!

Tom: We like to play the Fortress victory condition so that the winner (most likely me) doesn't have to hunt down every last one of Bruce's peons. Instead, the game ends when one player (most likely me) destroys Bruce's last keep. My plan is to use the plaguespore with a surgical strike with spores, ending the game quickly.

Bruce: Fantasy units make me itchy. Half the races in this game never even existed in historical times, and most of the units are completely incomprehensible to me. What is a splearg? Exactly. Because of this, I choose the Empire, which has pretty normal units such as pikemen, halberdiers, and archers, at least at the beginning. Later on, you get eagles, which I guess are pretty obvious, and griffins, which are, too, but not quite as much. My strategy will be to tell the halberdiers and archers to do whatever it was they did in ancient history, including any secret tricks that may have appeared in the strategy guides of the time.

Tom: I wanted to bring in Smiles McGee, my 32nd level daemon summoner, with his full set of Lysean magic items, but Bruce said it would put him at a disadvantage. He's already at an enormous disadvantage because I'm better at real-time strategy games, so I've retented. Smiles McGee will stay at home, and we'll use temporary 20th level heroes.

In the world of Warlords, your hero's charisma reduces the cost of things. So I will build a hero who is so doggone beautiful that everything will be dirt cheap. I choose a high elf, not necessarily because I'm into that sort of thing, but because they have an inherent charisma boost from generations of fantasy writers who think elves are hot.

Bruce: This system of making "temporary heroes" is uncomfortably like rolling up a D&D character—plus, it turns out that Tom already has a D&D character he wants to then spend all 20 stat points raising his charisma to 26. I make the elf a merchant and spend all 20 skill points raising his merchant skill to 26. The end result is someone who's so incredibly hot that he gets a 47 percent discount on everything. I name him Hot Elf.

By the way, using the game's rules, I've extrapolated the price that various people will pay for a copy of Battlecry III, which has an MSRP of $29.99. Here's how it breaks down:
- Brad Pitt, $14.27
- Me, $29.99
- Tommy Faye Messner and Dale, $42.35
- Bruce, $18.72
- Ha ha! There's nothing like using a game's rules to help with the whole trash-talking thing.

I tell Tom to make whatever type of hero lets you use one of the portraits of a woman with big breasts.
use. He even has some clever name he probably used way back in eighth grade. Whatever, tell him to put Smiley Face away and make whatever kind of hero lets you use one of the portraits of a woman with big breasts. That will put Tom in a good mood, so if he loses, he might not get quite so mad.

I choose a healer because 90 percent of the spells in this game require some sort of strategy, and if you click on them one second too late, they're useless and you lose. With healing spells, you always know when you need them, and as long as all your units aren't dead yet, you figure they could use some healing. I crank up his spells so that he can learn as many healing spells as possible and give him some kind of morale-boosting thing. Tom tells me that morale is important, based on his extensive experience with Napoleonic miniatures.

Tom: After using Hot Elf to explore the map, I see that it's virtually barren. There are only crystal mines in the two unoccupied corners. Otherwise, we're left with our starting resources. This scarcity of resources is an enormous boon for me, as I get a discount for being so hot. I start building up my keep so that I can build spores and the casket, which improves their explosive power. There's a temple in the middle, but the reward for a quest is just extra crystals. Bah. Hot Elf turns up his handsome nose at the offer. He's got better things to do.

Bruce: One of the really annoying things about this game is that it makes you go on quests. Not only am I supposed to manage an incredibly complex series of buildings to make a finely tuned military machine out of pheromonal units, but I also have to babysit my hero all around the map, looking for some other hero to kill because a sage in some building wants it that way. Why can't this be like Majesty, in which you just tell your heroes to go do their business so you can go watch the Potions game? On the positive side, none of the quests have backstories or dialogue choices or anything like that. My first quest is easy: I give up 500 stone and get some stuff. I have no idea if I just got ripped off.

Tom: I've gotten up to Virus IV, which gives spore explosions +20 damage. I've researched Speed of Oros to make spores faster. Meanwhile, I've had two Temples of Eyes crank out the actual spores, which are these ugly floating eyeball-type things that will glide past Bruce's towers and level his keep. I carefully move them to the perimeter of his base, working my way around the map to assemble them just west of his starting point. Once they're all there in formation, I'll press past his defensive towers.

Bruce: I like playing the Empire for one reason: elephants. Another, more complex reason that didn't make the cut for this one-item list is that there aren't any weird magic spells or frahmterurgies or whatnot: You research +6 combat for your pikemen, and your pikemen get +6 combat. It's genius. If I have to read the unit information for some half-man, half-platypus thing to figure out what it does, your game has too much backstory.

Tom's evil balloons

Bruce: A case in point is some weird balloons that Tom seems to be collecting just outside my base. Unlike dwarves, elves, and half-elves, I can't just deduce what weird floating balloon monsters do based on my experiences with them in real life. In the end, I decide that since they're Tom's monsters, I should kill them. In a brilliant nod to real-world physics making gaming more realistic, it turns out that my pikemen do extra damage against scary balloons.

Or any balloons, I guess.

Tom: That could have gone better. OK, so much for the surgical virus-bomb strike. Time for plan B. Which means I have to think of a plan B. Normally, the plaguelords can wipe up early on by buffing their ghouls, but I think I've missed the window of opportunity for this. I'm going to my unbelievable hotness to build army. My zombies start laying decapitates to boost my army size, while ceaspoancers crank out slimes and g of spite. I'm going to set my Eyes to "ram pant" and set them producing spores that will search for things to blow up. Hopefully, this really annoying for Bruce to keep those exploding diseased eyeballs.

Bruce: This whole thing is getting annoying, which I strongly suspect is what Tom wants. I'm not a big building defensive walls and to we all know how much he French, but the few I got autor seem to be helping quite a bit few more. Then I find out that units in the towers and the top extra range and superpowers. If you put an Empire white mage tower, the tower does lightnin' That's excellent. I stick mages and position archers in them with a few pikemen and in front. Thanks to the excellent programming done by the people of Warlords Battlecry III, once you done attacking, they go back positions I put them in, ready to attack. Meanwhile, I'm building and elephants.

Tom: My hero turns the tide against a horde of elephants.
**Tom:** OK, what we're seeing now is a sort of re-creation of the Cold War. Bruce is America, with smaller numbers but superior quality. I'm the Soviet Union, quickly crumbling out masses of cheap units that die and get replaced, only instead of being helmed by a bald old Russian, there's a really sexy elf dude in charge. Otherwise, it's kind of realistic in that Bruce is beating me back. Time to invest in a little quality. I've advanced to the point where I can build hydras to counter his elephants. Now I'm upgrading my hydra cave to a fire cave. This will give me pyrohydras as well as Eyes of Fire, missile units that spit fiery death at Bruce's units. Hopefully, this will even things out a bit.

**Bruce:** Back in the 1980s, Reagan-hater Tom scoffed at the idea of a missile shield that would keep our great country safe from invaders coming from the planet of Cylonia. Now it turns out that this technology has been available since ancient times. It also works really well. Anytime an enemy unit enters anywhere near this medieval strategic defense initiative, it just vanishes in a hail of smart pebbles. Or magic. It's all the same thing.

**Elmy disease:** I've tried a couple of plague-priest de missions, but it's hard to get them enough to do their job. My priests can call a plague cloud, which will infect your army with terrible diseases, making all your units half their potential for the half-dozen plagues we build. This will lower the speed and hit value of anyone who fails his check. Bruce will have an army of wheezing knights who feel too sick to fight, but his aren't coming from behind the towers. He's playing defensively, throwing my armies into killing zones. If you're not careful about these yestal mines in the corners, maps aren't really a priority here. Which is a good thing for a titan. A cheap, half-price titan.

This is the kind of computer game I initially do nothing, while my towers shoot some lightning or fireballs or something and try whatever bizarre, historicol monster Tom foolishly decided to send against the Empire. Why would you decide to mess with the Empire? It just doesn't make sense.

**Tom:** My titan is a green half-snake guy with horns named Antharg. I'm sick of hearing his name. Every time I think of him, it just makes me moan.

"The eye of Antharg is upon you." It's almost annoying enough to dissuade me from training any units. But now that he's here, it's time to put him to use.

**Bruce:** Way back in the day, when Tom was part of the nuclear freeze movement, the Soviets built a supersecret interceptor called the Mig-25 Foxbat. NATO thought that it was some kind of superplane capable of shooting down our bombers before Jimmy Carter even had a chance to cancel their production. Then Viktor Belenko defected to Japan with one in 1976, and it turned out that it was just a crappy pile of cost line that couldn't even shoot down one of those dwarf helicopters from Warcraft III. Do you see where I'm going with this? Tom must have gotten his titan confused with the titans in Age of Mythology, who actually kick ass. The titan dies in about 30 seconds to the fireball-shooting, lightning-throwing ramparts of freedom and democracy, my towers.

**Tom:** I didn't expect to lose my titan that fast, and while I did take down one of Bruce's towers, this leaves me with no more overweapons (you can build only one overweapon per game), and Bruce has yet to unleash his. Plus, his little peons rebuild the tower I destroyed before I can chase them away. His base is starting to look impregnable.

**Bruce:** If Tom can have a titan, I guess I can have one, too. And now mine is ready. It's some kind of chariot thing. I can't even figure out why the front is supposed to be.

Using very sophisticated military tactics I learned from books about Erwin Rommel, I laso all my units and click on the middle of Tom's base. I also manage to convert a few minis in that area, giving me much-needed resource boost and hopefully slowing Tom down even further.

**Tom:** Bruce must be taking RTS lessons from somewhere, because he managed to wipe out my forward keep and the towers I had built in the middle of the map before I finally counterattacked with some wyverns, killed his titan, and chased his elephants and griffons away. Now, neither of us has a titan. Unfortunately, one of us has a date tonight, and believe me, it's not Bruce. I was hoping to have cleaned this whole thing up half an hour ago. Now I'm going to have to sit back while I rebuild my army. Maybe I should call to change my dinner reservation.

**Dragon breath**

**Bruce:** Remember how way back about 10 million words ago, I mentioned that I was building dragons? Well, they're almost done. It takes just about forever to build one—fortunately, I have four separate dragon-building things. Actually, only my first dragon is almost done. The last one should be ready by about the time you're reading this Tom vs. Bruce article. Still, with Tom's titan dead and his resources severely reduced, I can afford to wait. The arms race has shifted decisively in my favor. Take that, Gorbys...I mean, Tom Chill.

After a few meaningless skirmishes among the ruins of Tom's forward base convince me that his plaguelords are hibernating or otherwise indisposed, I deploy my massive strike force: four dragons, six elephants, and a horde of mages, halberdiers, archers, and mercenaries, backed up by all the flaming arrows and armor-enhancing research I can muster. Amazingly, Tom's towers still take a huge chunk out of my army, but I destroy enough of his base (and continue to convert his now-vulnerable peripheral mines) that I can rebuild my army much faster than he can rebuild his (especially with the harassing force I use to keep him from rebuilding towers). Unfortunately, this is going to take at least another half an hour, and I get the idea from Tom that he has something a lot more important lined up for tonight than playing a computer game. No problem. Tom resigns, and the free world is safe for another month.

---

My last dragon should be ready by the time you're reading the next Tom vs. Bruce article.
They've got more important places to go than you!

Save Rubber
CHECK YOUR TIRES NOW

OCTOBER 2004 ON SALE AUGUST 24
I’m Al Haig!

With great power comes epically disturbing irresponsibility

Ladies and gentlemen—and whatever you are, Ryan Scott—there’s a new sheriff in town. Editor-in-chief Jeff Green is off for two weeks in France with his fromage-hugging spouse, and CGW’s default leader is none other than yours truly. Meet the new boss, same as the old boss...except wearing slippers made out of puppies.

Finally, I get to enact the sort of changes that the current petticoat-wearing and Eva-lru-wearing CGW leadership has been too timid to implement. There’s more than one way to skin a cat (each equally delightful), and it’s time CGW made the sort of bold changes other gaming mags haven’t had the cojones to make. For example: Why do we only cover games that actually exist? Why aren’t we covering games that are made up—or, more specifically, why aren’t we covering games that exist only in my head?

So look for our big cover story on The Commuter Train Game next month. What is The Commuter Train Game, you ask? Only the best game ever. Without spoiling our mind-blowing, exclusive, superscoop, blowout, giantor, megalomaniac cover ultrafeature, The Commuter Train Game features robust single- and multiplayer play and is great for mods, letting it quickly morph into The ATM Line Game, The Elevator Up Game, The Elevator Down Game, and—for the truly hardcore—The Bus Depot Restroom at 2 a.m. Game. The rules are simple: If your commuter train was suddenly transported to a desert island and/or an alternate reality, who in this commuter train car would I choose as my mate? See? Incredibly addictive!

Simple to play, hard to master. I play this game all day, every day, and I think it’s time to share it with the world. (On a personal note: If you like this game for three days you’d like to enjoy The Commuter Train Game on an unlimited basis, please send me the requisite $39.95 registration fee, and I’ll send you a code to unlock not only the source game, but also its most popular mod, The Lap Dancer Club Game, and the insanely challenging Stuck on a Slow Greyhound Bus to Barrow With a Truly Alarming Number of Hypnotically Ugly People Game.)

What other changes are in store? Well, a keening, soul-piercing scream will come from my office every hour on the half hour, during which I will be dancing around dressed as a fez-wearing monkey. This won’t help the magazine all that much—OK, it won’t help it at all—but it will help me blow off a little steam, and since Jeff won’t be around to fire me after he collapses in a dead faint, what the heck, y’know? But that’s an internal thing, like the new requirement that the edit staff stuff their socks with cheese, and what you’re wondering is, “What will I, Joe Average Reader, see that’s new and exciting when I leaf through CGW during the downtime while peeping in the neighbor’s bathroom window?”

Glad you asked, Joe Average Reader.

For one thing, every issue of CGW will include a single-use pack of antibacterial ointment. Why? Have you looked at yourself lately? Seriously, dude, c’mon. We’re doing both you and what I like to call Humanity At Large a favor with this one. Warts, blisters, weeping sores—whatever those things are, it’s high time you did something about them. In a couple of months, we’ll start a special series of lifestyle-enhancement articles, focusing especially on fashion. I know, you’d like this crucial fashion advice immediately, but we’re holding off because 1) you need the time to scab over and 2) have you seen the way we dress? Johnny Liu ain’t so bad, but he sweats actual meat, which might be placing limitations on his clothing options, limitations that you shouldn’t have to endure.

Other big changes include expanding the opening editorial from two paragraphs to 32 pages, during which I will delight you with witty Capote-esque anecdotes detailing my celebrity encounters with the likes of Andy Warhol, Iggy Pop, Wendy O. Williams, and Ving Rhames, and the CD-ROM will be filled with recordings of me reading novella What’s That Smell? Granted, Jeff is gone but two weeks, so I have a woefully limited window of opportunity to enact these improvements, but it is my fervent hope that this wretch can indeed exceed his grasp. You’ll be better off.

Robert Coffey robert_coffey@zifdavis.com
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